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Rapp Wins Presidency In Tight Race
by Thomas Edelblute
After a close election for Social Chair
man and Secretary of Athletics, Kevin
Rapp was elected AS President by a 151
vote margin. Tension was high as the elec
tion committee finished early, and
everyone waited for the candidates to
arrive. Finally, the time designated for
releasing the results arrived, but none of
the candidates had arrived. The results
were given anyway. Daron Watts was
elected Social Chairman over Stacey
Carlson by a margin of nine votes with
525 votes. Scott Heidler won his bid for
Secretary of Athletics and was elected by a
margin of 65 with 537 votes.
Presidential candidate Harry Hadjian
refused to comment when he read the
results. Rapp told the Vista that he plans
to live up to his platform with the Bike
Race in the spring, printing faculty evalua
tions, and bringing big name bands. He
also plans to continue the now defunct
college cab program. Rapp also said he
had mixed emotions over the election. "It
is difficult to run against a friend," Rapp
said, referring to Hadjian, a friend and
current roommate. "But the interest of
3,500 students takes priority." Rapp also
said that he is looking to the future "with

Kevin Rapp
ever increasing confidence."
After the election results were made
known, Rapp was nowhere to be found.
People tried to call him and even went to
his room to congratulate him, but he was
not there. Apparently Rapp escaped elec
tion pressures by driving around San
Diego.
In the primary election, Rapp received
47 percent of 1269 votes; Hadjian received
43.5 percent, and Mimi Mehrabi only 9.5
percent of the votes. This set up a run-off

Sam Attisha
between Rapp and Hadjian. Out of 1055
votes cast, Rapp received 607 and Hadjian
trailed with 448.
The only other candidate to show was
Scott Heidler. Heidler plans to get
together with Vice President-elect Sam
Attisha to make a complete plan for
homecoming. The plan is to be finished by
the beginning of fall semester.
Total voter turnout for the run-off elec
tion was 1062 in the single day election.
Roberta Everts, elections committee chair

man, believes this is the largest turnout for
a run-off election ever. Incumbent Presdient Tony Abbatangelo believes this was
due to the location, out in front of the stu
dent center, school spirit, and the students
"showing a little concern." This is a con
siderable difference from last year's run-off
when only 1,000 students voted in a two
day election.
Everts related that the vice presidential
winner was Sam Attisha, receiving 653
out of the 1200 votes cast, or 51 percent of
the vote. Scott T. Morey came in second
with 26 percent. Tom Gorman had 15 per
cent and Bob Caya, 8 percent.
Other finals from the preliminary elec
tions are: Secretary of Justice, Tori
McFarland; Secretary of Student
Organizations, Craig Carlson; Secretary
of Communications, Chris LaBonte;
Secretary of Finance, Jeff Koller; Secretary
of Academics, Holly Coonrad; Secretary
of Student Services, Janice Nalley. Senior
Senators are Bob Brown and Dan Geiger.
Junior Senators are Mike Bonte-Friedheim
and Theresa Rasic. Sophomore Senators
are Danielle Bittner and Elizabeth Ryan.
Also, 71 percent of the students voted for
the amendment changing the student
government's name from Associated Stu
dent Body to Associated Students.

Degree Trend May Affect Business Hiring
by Michael Hall and
Jennifer Aye
This is the first installment of a two-part
series on the values and trends of the business
and the humanities degrees in today's cor
porate world.
One American college student in four
has decided that the way to the American
dream is to pursue a career in business, ac
cording to a recent survey by UCLA
researchers. Most, including a
preponderance of USD students, have
enrolled as business majors as a means to
marketability in the private sector. Not
only has the percentage of business majors
dramatically increased over the last ten
years at USD,but humanities majors have
dropped drastically.
This is occuring at a time when, accord
ing to a Northwestern University study
and contrary to much popular thought,
the business world is increasingly hiring
graduates from humanities programs.
The last decade's sharp rise in the
percentage of USD seniors graduating
with a degree in business is a major turn
around. Until 1976 the humanities held
an advantage over the business major in
number of students graduated. Twenty six
percent of seniors graduating in 1976 were
from such departments as philosophy,
English, art, religion, history, and othci
humanities aieas. Only twenty percent of

the seniors leaving that May were receiv
ing a Bachelor of Business Administration
degree.
The late 1970's brought significant
change to this. The number of business
degrees conferred skyrocketted, while
humanities degrees slumped below the
BBA for the first time at what has tradi
tionally been seen as a liberal arts universi
ty. By 1985, the reversal of the trend was
even more dramatic. Forty-six percent of
all graduates from USD that year were
from the School of Business, while
humanities accounted for only eleven and
a half percent.
The question many ask is why this shift
has occurred, and what its significances
are in light of the changing world of cor
porate America.
"It tells us we are in a period in which
the emphasis is on material well being,
dollars and cents," said Dr. Gilbert Oddo
of the political science department.
The height of the counter-culture move
ment across American college campuses
was 1968, and that year only slightly more
than one in ten students nationwide saw
themselves as pursuing a business degree.
"In the '60's," said Dr. Lui, sociology
professor, "people wanted courses relevant
to the meaning of life. Rut after the Viet
nam war . . . people became incredibly
more practical. Now people began to

worry about jobs; not just any jobs, but
high paying jobs."
According to Daniel DiNicola, vicepresident at Rollins college, in an article
for Nation's Business stated that he saw as
part of the reason a general fondness for
specialization. "It seems so obvious that
someone destined for a career in business
should SDecialize in the study of business."

A dilemma faced today by graduates
with this mentality is that hiring and ad
vancement practices in the business world
are changing. Many businesses are find
ing, says the study by Northwestern
University, that often employees with
strictly business backgrounds are not pro
perly trained to assume more general
duties once promoted.
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Money For Nothing
by Brian Costlow
You may have heard the rumor that
there are thousands (millions?) of dollars
in scholarship money that go unclaimed
every year. Well actually there are scholar
ships that go unclaimed every year.
According to Herb Whyte, USD Director
of Financial Aid, the amount of money
that could be claimed but isn't is an
unknown. Some scholarships are not
claimed because the requirements for
receiving them are so narrow, there are no
students qualified to receive them. Others,
however, go unclaimed because no one ap
plied for them.
There are two roads you can take in an
attempt to get scholarships, according to
Whyte. The first would be to send your
check or money order to one the scholar
ship search services that are advertised in
the classifieds of magazines like "Rolling
Stone." A student who is willing to do a
little legwork can produce the same or bet
ter results on his or her own.
To get started, first do a self inventory.
Ask yourself: Who am I? What are my in
terests? What are my goals? Who else is in
terested in me? Consider parents, friends,
or other contacts such as former or cur
rent employers. These people may belong
to a club, or a union or be employed at a
place that offers scholarships.
Other contacts may include various
veterans or military organizations, if a
parent has been or is currently in the ser
vice, or organizations the student belongs
to.
Another source for possible scholarships
are various books that list scholarships
and requirements for applying to them.
These may be found in almost any library,
however, at USD you can use the Scholar
ship Search Library at the FAO. Merely
call the FAO and make an appointment

to use the Library. The various books
available list scholarship by organizations
offering them, or by relating them to the
students major or interests.
Once the student has a list of scholar
ships he wishes to apply for, a basic letter
should be developed to send to the
organizations offering the scholarships.
This letter cannot just ask for money. The
student must sell him or herself, as if he or
she were applying for a job. You must
make whomever is offering the Scholarship
feel that by investing in your future, they
are investing positively in the future of
society. Not all scholarships are con
tingent on GPA, so selling yourself and
your dedication to your goals, and your
community involvement can really make a
difference. Talk about your academic pro
gram and it's degree of difficulty, and give
the impression that you will succeed no
matter what. Don't forget to proofread the
letter very carefully before you send it out
for grammatical or spelling errors.
The advantage of going through all of
this is, of course, more money. Private
scholarships do not reduce the amount of
other aid received from the FAO, unless a
federal or state law requires you to do so.
There are other advantages too.
Of course, just applying does not mean
you will receive a scholarship. One stu
dent applied for thirty last year and receiv
ed no money at all. Another, however,
paid her entire bill from outside scholar
ships that she found on her own.
Many of the awards are only for a few
hundred dollars, but 5 or 6 of those can
add up quickly. And every scholarship
dollar received is one more dollar from
your paycheck you can spend, or one less
dollar you'll need to borrow.
If you have any questions, call the FAO
at 260-4514.

Volunteers Move Ahead
by Maurenn McDonald
Our two pilot projects this semester,
Los Ninos and the Indian reservation
visit, are really taking off. There are a
few positions open for each. Los
Ninos is targeting J.F.K., Obrera Colonia, and La Gloria Orphanage work
projects. There is also a lot of com
munity work to be done at the reser
vation. For information, call
Volunteer Resources at 260-4798.
Our two delegates just returned

from the COOL Conference in
Washington D.C. where they spent
the weekend learning about what's
going on nationally on college cam
puses. USD was recognized as a leader
in community service programs, a
model that other campuses were in
terested in asking about.
All USD volunteers should watch
for evaluation forms that will give you
an opportunity to give us feedback on
your experiences and on services of
fered to you.

Dare To Be Involved!

Become a Director of an AS Program Board Committee!!
Positions available as the DIRECTOR of:
• Lark-Concerts
• Performing Arts
• Showcase

• Film Forum
• Speaker's Bureau
• Community Service

Learn to:
• Manage People
• Work With A Budget
• Be A Part Of A Tearn

• Plan Campus Events
• Handle Contract Negotiations
• Improve Campus Life

P i c k u p a n a p p l i c a t i o n i n t h e A S B E x e c u t i v e O f f i c e in t h e U C
D e a d l i n e t o t u r n i n a p p l i c a t i o n is A p r i l 2 4 .

THE SEARCH CONTINUES
A Barbecue, a get-together, Is tn the planning stages for SECOND
6ENERATI0N USD Students or Sacred Heart Students or Alums so
that you may meet each other and share your common heritage on Friday,

May 1st, 4:00-7:00 p.m. Is your mother or father an alumnus(a) of USD
or of one of the Sacred Heart Schools or Colleges throughout the world?

Classifieds
w.z. - I'm okay, but please do what
you are told and they will not hurt
me. I miss you. K.C.

(See list below for USA) Did you attend a School of the Sacred Heart?
(See list below for USA.) If so please fill out this form, tear tt out

and deposit It In the envelopes In the locations indicated on the form.
Albany, Doane-Stuart

New Orleans, Rosary Academy of the Sacred Heart

Boston, Newton Country Day School

New York, Convent of the Sacred Heart

Chicago, Sacred Heart Schools

Omaha, Duchesne Academy of the Sacred Heart

Detroit, Academy of the Sacred Heart

Princeton, Stuart Country Day School

Grand Coteau, Academy of the Sacred Heart

Purchase, Manhattanvllle College

Greenwich, Convent of the Sacred Heart

St. Charles, Academy of the Sacred Heart

Houston, Duschesne Academy
Lake Forest, Barat Col lege & Woodlands Academy

St. Louis, Maryvllle College & Villa Duchesne

Menlo Park, Sacred Heart Schools

Seattle, Forest Ridge School

Miami, Carrol I ton

Washington, D.C., Stone Ridge

JL

San Francisco, Schools of the Sacred Heart

-TEAR OUT"

Vour Name.
Vour Local Address.

home typing service. Fast, accurate,
reasonable. Medical background.
695-8262.

other-

Deposit this Into onvalopo at tho Information doek In University
Cantor/Mission Crossroads

GREAT PART TIME JOB!!!!!!!!

owner. Service records. High mileage,
runs good. Escondido. $2800.
746-0710.

A NEW BREED OF CAFE: A

CONGRATULATIONS Cherie

trend setter of the 80's. State of the art
decor, prime location in Golden
Triangle high rise. New Italian cafe
seeks buspersons, waitresses, cashiers,
bakers, pizza cooks, and dishwashers.
Call Rich for details from Mon-Fri,
9-12 at 481-2289.

summer? Local law firm seeking sum
mer housing for law students. Call
699-2683 with details.
father

1986 USD
Alumni looking for voluptuous date
to the Phi Kappa Theta Charter Ball,
May 2, 1987. Call (702) 795-2882 and
ask for A1 or call (619) 260-7663 for
more info.

Gain Experience and earn money
while working on Fortune 500 Com
panies' marketing Programs on cam
pus! Flexible hours each week. Call
' 1-800-821-1540.

1974 BMW 2002, auto. 21 mpg. 1

SUBLETTING your apartment this

Vour Local Telephone Number.
The S.H. School/USD Connection
Circle:
self
mother

"TYPE-RIGHT" A professional

DISTINGUISHED

TYPING, word processing, resumes,
reports, term papers, editing. Profes
sional, fast service. Good student
prices. 541-2020.

Courtier on your engagement to E.B.
Happiness always.
—The Gang

RESEARCH/WRITING ASSIS
TANCE. All levels — all subjects.
Foreign students welcome! 11322
Idaho -206. 213-477-8226 fl 1-4 p.m.).

SUE: Hope the weekend wasn't too
lonely without me.

B.

FOUND: ladies ring in 1st floor
U.C. bathroom about March 1st.
Identify and claim. 260-8852.

C.C. AND J.A. — Two office slaves
extraordinaire! You
envelopes anytime.

can lick my
—M.H.
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Nobel Prizewinner Speaks Economically
by Colette Clark

In what was referred to as a "very
stimulating talk," Dr. James Buchanan ad
dressed a crowd of about 180 people on
Wednesday, March 25 in the U.C. Forum.
His lecture was followed by about 30
minutes of questions on a variety of topics,
including investment and the deficit.
Buchanan, the 1986 Nobel Prize Laureate
in economics, discussed "Public Choice
Theory and the Public Choice" research
program responsible for both his interna
tional notoriety and his selection as last
year's Nobel Prize winner. USD student
Michael Hall expressed that he "found his
talk very fascinating."
The topic of the evening was announced
as "Constitutional Economics," a segment
of Public Choice, but he opted to speak
more generally because he felt the
audience would prefer his talk to be a little
less "formal." Dr. Buchanan is currently
the general director of the Center for the
Study of Public Choice at George Mason
University. "The material that he deals
with is highly technical," remarked USD
economics professor Jonathan Sandy,

"and he made a good effort to summarize
it to people who aren't familiar with his
work."
Buchanan's work in the area of public
choice began in 1948 with his discovery of
a book written by a 19th century German
economist. He referred to his discovery as
"the most exciting intellectual moment of
my life." The book inspired him to work
on ideas that until then he had "not quite
dared say in the mind-set of that time."
He defined Pubic Choice as the "integra
tion of the economic method with the sub
ject matter of politics." In a more expan
sive view, its "contribution lies in dispell
ing the illusion . . . that government
works benevolently ... it provides us with
... a different way of looking at the
whole structure of political decision mak
ing." At the time he began his work, the
pervasive point of view was that govern
ment is a benevolent despot. People today
are more skeptical about politics and what
it can do. He says that viewing govern
ment as a benevolent despot is not a good
model because government is not
uniform. It "is a very complex interaction

CONGRATULATIONS
to the
GAMMA PHI BETA
GRADUATING SENIORS
Love "We
You
Deep Down in our Hearts"

process.
Buchanan outlined two basic economic
structures upon which one can build a
theory of politics. The first is built on the
simple model of two traders. Each has a
different good for which both have
preferences. As a result, both people can
be made better off by exchange. The se
cond model that Dr. Buchanan explained,
the "Robinson Crusoe model," begins
with a single person. That person is faced
with a problem in that there are only so
many hours in the day. He must find a
way in which to allocate his scarce
resource, time, in such a way as to max
imize his personal satisfaction. Verv
complex theories can be built upon these
two bases.
The problem, he says, is when one tries
to extend the second model, that of the in
dividual making decisions for his own
benefit, to society as a whole. Society
simply does not make decisions like an in
dividual. However, this perception, ac
cording to Buchanan, has dominated
much of modern welfare economics. This
view tends to see all restrictions on
government as bad. After all, this view of
society conceives of government as an
agency which intrinsically seeks to max
imize social welfare. Any restrictions on it
might prevent it from doing good. Public
Choice Theory "could never have emerg
ed from that mind-set, and certainly not
Constitutional Economics as a part of
Public Choice."

There are mutual gains to be had from
entering into a political order. However,
individuals, with their preferences and en
dowments, must enter into the order to
help secure mutual gains. The difficult
point, according to Buchanan is to dispel
the "illusion that government is out there
trying to discover the good, the true, the
beautiful, to impose it upon society."
"There is no such thing as that which is
government independently of that which
we as individuals might want and might
express through the arms and agencies of
politics."
Politics is simply people exchanging
goods. For example, people exchange tax
dollars for public roads. The goal is to en
sure that everyone gains and that no one
is exploited by groups that may be able to
influence governmental agencies. The
natural outgrowth, and where Constitu
tional Economics comes in, is in concen
trating on the rules of the Constitution so
that there are are limits put on the
behavior of individuals as they act in
politics. This must be done to avoid the
exploitation of others.
Given the rules, which act as constraints
on people, one can predict what different
rules will produce. What comes out loud
and clear from Public Choice research is
that in order to alter political outcomes,
one has to reform the rules (the incentive
structure) within which political decisions
are made. Changing the politicans is not

Continued on page 4

CLAIREMONT

{Jr) SUMMER SESSIONS ytp)
• Arts &. Sciences
• School of Business
• School of Education
• School of Nursing
• Graduate &. Undergraduate Level
Registration now being accepted in Founders 108
Call 260-4800 for information

Wight & 'Dayr
'Formalwear Specialists

UPCOMING
DANCES
TUXEDOS

Fashion Valley

$37.50
$6.00

(Next to Fashion Valley 4 Theatres)

291-7810

Student
Discount

3051 Clairemont Dr.

275-3166
5% Discount With
Student ID Card
Personal, Professional
Service
Complete Bicycles to Frame Sets
Full Clothing Line
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Witness Contrasts Reagan, Nixon
by Andy Bartlett
John Ehrlichman had no problem ad
mitting he enjoyed the privileges power
allowed him. In his April 1 lecture in the
University Center Forum, Ehrlichman
captured the essence of being a "Witness
to Power." He commented extensively on
the similarities and differences between
Watergate and the more recent Iran-gate.
Ehrlichman spent 18 months in an
Arizona federal prison for his involvement
in the Watergate break-ins.
Ehrlichman opened his presentation
with a hypothesis concerning the situation
under which Iran-Gate and Nixon's
covert relations with the then "hostile
power" China. The conclusion he drew
was that the two events were identical, ex
cept the Iran scandal was exposed. He
cited the proposition, "If you're successful,
history forgives you."
Nixon radically changed U.S. foreign
policy with this operation. His use of gobetween was paralleled to Reagan's use of
NSC intermediaries.
Ehrlichman proceeded to build on this
hypothesis, defining the office of presiden
cy as a molded representation of the man
elected. It is a fundamental fact that the
presidency is a flexible institution taking
on values and character of the elected of
ficial.
The personality differences between
Reagan and Nixon are, to an extent, the
deciding factor in their leadership styles.
According to Ehrlichman, the Reagan

style is one of disengagement, whereas the
Nixon style was one of total immersion in
all areas. He wasn't, however, praising
Nixon wholeheartedly. Ehrlichman ad
mitted that Nixon would quickly delegate
any tasks he found unappealing.
The environment was the one subject
which Nixon disliked, Ehrlichman was
commissioned to take care of any pro
blems of the sort with the president's une
quivocal support.
As domestic policy advisor to Nixon,
Ehrlichman often encountered telephone
calls from then Governor of California
Ronald Reagan. These calls indicated
Reagan's leadership style, as he would greet
Ehrlichman and then pass the phone on
to an assistant to do the true business at
hand.
Ehrlichman spoke of the ambiguities of
Nixon's personality, "there has never been
an adequate biography written on Richard
Nixon," he said. Nixon disliked confron
tations and arguments. When he was to
meet with an individual he would greet
them with an overwhelmingly personal in
troduction. The personal information was
extracted from briefs prepared by Nixon
aides.
When commenting on Reagan,
Ehrlichman recognized the strength of his
image. Reagan encountered few "presiden
tial" issues in his first four years. With no
foreign policy experience, Reagan's aides
"constructed the presidency around him"
said Ehrlichman.

Ehrlichman's speech was largely
centered around his revelations and com
ments on the power distribution in the
White House. He was quick to condemn
the idea of non-elected aides possessing
great power. To emphsize this fact further
, he made no denial of his fondness of
privilege. "I enjoyed the weekends at
Camp David," said Erlichman. Except the
Easter weekend of 1973 when Ehrlichman
was sent there to "soften the blow" of Nix
on distancing himself from his aides.
The rest is history. Although
Ehrlichman's political power is over, it's
shadow lingers. He was paid $5,000 to
speak here, and revenues from his many
novels far exceed what he was paid in the
White House.

Prizewinning
Economist
Continued from page 3
sufficient.
Public Choice theorists want "to make
the public sector as much like the private
sector as possible by modifying the incen
tives." USD economics professor Dirk
Yandell commented that "I think he gives
us all a pretty good challenge ... to think
about how these roles have to be
changed." Ultimately, the emphasis is the
normative question of waht is the best set
of rules.

Kaplan
"Early Bird" classes.
Take one and
fly high on test day
Want high scores on the
MCAT, LSAT, GM AT, DAT, or
GRE? Then get into high gear
with a Kaplan "Early Bird" class.
We'll prepare you for one of
these career-shaping exams
and still leave you plenty of
time to spare. So while the
pressures off this summer,
why not put a little of your free
time toadvantage? A scoring
advantage.
Don't wait till the last minute.
Signup—today. After all,
everyone knows what the early
bird gets.

1KAPLAN
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

Call days, evenings or weekends

SAN DIEGO CENTER
4780 Clairemont Mesa Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92117
(619) 277-6744

Put a Computer
in Your Easter Basket
Call 260-4831
for information about

DISCOUNT PRICES and
NEW PRODUCT LINES
We can order any
IBM or Macintosh PC
USD Academic Computing
in affiliation with
USD Bookstore
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Question of the Week
by Tricia Earnshaw

What would you like the
Easter Bunny to bring you this year?

Theresa Friedheim: (Sopho. IR)
" An Easter basket full of diet candy."

Sam Medermott: (Soph: Comm. Studies)
"36-24-26."

Career Corner

Attention Graduate Students
and Seniors
A new organization has added to
the spring on-campus recruiting
schedule. Bishop-Hawk, a commer
cial/industrial/investment real estate
brokerage firm, will be interviewing
for sales agents on Wednesday, April
22. Business, Economics, and Liberal
Arts students at the Bachelor's and
Master's level are eligible to interview,
hurry to the Career Counseling and
Placement Office in Serra 300 to ob
tain further details.
Internship opportunities
Ivac Corporation, a leader in
medical products technology, has four
summer internships available to
students graduating by June 1988.
Departments where the intern will
serve and preferred major are listed
below briefly. For further information
on assigned projects and tasks, plus
application procedures, contact the
Career Counseling Office in Serra 300
before April 13. These are great op
portunities to gain practical business
experience in an exciting corporate
environment.
Department: Product Marketing;
preferred major: Business/Marketing.
Department: Corporate Com
munications; preferred major: Com
munications.
Department: Corporate Customer
Service; preferred major: Business.
Department: Information Systems;
preferred major: Computer Science.

Scholarships

Dan Harney: (Senior, Nuclear Physics)
"A job at 3-mile island."

Stacy Carlson: (Jr. Comm. Studies)
"A lifetime supply of apples and jello."

Information and applications for the
following scholarships are available in the
Financial Aid Office, Serra 202:
Project Cambio Scholarships
For Hispanic women pursuing course of
study in business-related program and
planning a career change that will lead to
an advancement, new proficiency, entry
or re-entry into the job market. Ap
plicants should have been out of high
school at least five years. Application
deadline: 5/10/87.
American Business Women's Assn.
Scholarship (South Bay Chapter)
Scholarships designed to provide en
couragement to female students beginning
their preparation for careers and/or
resuming their studies to advance through
opportunities in the business world.
Deadline for application and recommen
dations: 4/30/87

Gamma Phi BetaThe sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would
like to thank Sigma Chi for doing an
outstanding job on Derby Days. Con
gratulations to the Valley team for win
ning first place. To our incredible coaches,
Eric Hitzelberger, Kevin Aylward, Mike
Meehan and Phil Pizzino, thanks for
everything — you guys are the BEST!!!
We hope everyone has a great Spring
break . . .

Delta Sigma Pi
Thanks to all you DeltaSigs who came
out to work at our Topless Car Wash last
Saturday. It went really well, but we
couldn't have made it without your sup
port. As if you hadn't had
enough . . . Don't forget the Corporate
Car Wash on April 25.
This week we had a couple of very in
teresting professional events. On Monday,
we went aboard an aircraft carrier and
yesterday, we toured the Union Tribune
Building. Both events were a lot of fun.
Congratulations to our BOB of the
Week, Mike McKeen, and to our Pledge of
the Week, Terry Davis. These two each
received the award for their work on pro
fessional events and speakers.
Everyone is about ready for a vacation,
so enjoy this well deserved Spring Break
and have a Happy Easter!

Zeta Tau Alpha
WOW! What a night! Zeta Tau Alpha
had a spectacular time at our White Violet
Dance last Saturday night! The evening
was filled with fun and excitment as we
dined and danced the night away at the
La Jolla Marriott.
Zeta Tau Alpha would like to thank
Sigma Chi for sponsoring Derby Days and
a "Special Thanks" to our coaches —
Steve Carpenter, Steve Joyce, Pete Racz,
and Rich Williams. Zeta had a great time
guys!
Lastly, Zeta wishes everyone a very Hap
py Easter and a great Spring Break!!!

Financial Aid
SUMMER IS COMING, AND TIME
IS RUNNING OUT!
April 10 is the Priority Deadline for
Summer Session Financial Aid. Don't
miss out! Applications are available in the
Financial Aid and Student Employment
Offices.
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.

Sigma Chi

Patty Rock: (FT. IR)
"Mel Gibson in an eggshell."

We would like to thank all the par
ticipants of Derby Days for helping to
make it our most successful yet.
Thanks go to Frank Sennes for his ex
cellent work as Derby Daddy. Con
gratulations also to the Valley Beach
Club for winning everything, and to
Gamma Phi Beta for winning the
Spirit Award.
We are currently in the process of
electing our officers for the Fall '87,
Spring '88 school year. Some of our
new officers are: Guy Klingler, presi
dent; Bill Parrott, vice president;
Scott Heidler, rush chairman; Eric

Hitzelberger, treasurer; Tom Gaines,
social chairman; Rick Schultz,
chapter editor; and Marc Carlson,
pledge trainer.
Congratulations to J.B. Orecchia
for being selected as brother of the
week, for his work on lats Saturday's
Derby Days party. Also to Bill Parrott
for all the time and effort he put into
Derby Days.
The winner of the Derby Days
drawing was selected at the party last
Saturday, and the lucky recipient of
$1,000 is Bob Stiglich. Please contact
Dean Wartelle to collect your prize.

EVERYONE HAVE A
SAFE S P R I N G B R E A K !
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Why I Am An Atheist

by Peter S. Andrade
must either not be all loving, or not be all
powerful.
Atheists have a bad name. Just the
sound of the word makes many good
There are two ways that a theist may
Catholics shudder. Well, I am proud of
reply to this argument. First, he may assert
the fact that I am an atheist and here are
that there is evil in the world because of
the reasons why:
man's inherent free will. Second, he may
Many people are confused about the
assert that proposition (2) is not necessari
ly true.
meaning of the term atheist. An atheist is
not someone who does not believe in
It is possible that there is evil in the
God. An atheist is not someone who is
world because man has free will to do evil.
anti-God. An atheist is one who does not
The theist would want to assert the pro
believe in the theistic God. Theism
position that, it is better for man to have
asserts, minimally, that God is omnipo
free will than for him not to. That is, it is
tent, omniscient, and omnibenevolent,
better that there be good and evil in the
i.e., all powerful, all knowing, and all
world existing simultaneously, if it is bet
loving. So for one to be an atheist, one
ter that man has the freedom to choose
must minimally reject one of the assertions
good over evil. It seems plain to see that it
of theism. I can accept the beliefs that God
is better to have the freedom to choose
is all knowing and all loving, but I cannot
good or evil than to not have free will.
believe that God is all powerful.
The atheist would counter this argu
My belief in atheism stems from the
ment by agreeing with the theist that it is
famous argument from the existence of
good that we have free will and that evil is
evil in the world. The argument is as
a consequence of this freedom. However,
follows:
the atheist would assert that there are two
(1) God is omnipotent, omniscient, and
kinds of evil in the world: moral and
omnibenevolent.
natural. Moral evil is that evil which oc
(2) A God who is omnipotent, omnis
curs because man has the freedom to
cient, and omnibenevolent, would pre
choose evil and he sometimes does.
vent the occurrence of any evil in the
However, natural evils are those things
world.
that are evil and occur whether man is in
(3) There is evil in the world.
volved or not, e.g., earthquakes, floods,
(4) Therefore, God is not omnipotent,
tornadoes, volcanic eruptions, et al. Now,
omniscient, and omnibenevolent.
God cannot control the fact that man
sometimes is evil. On the other hand, I
To say that God would prevent the occurrance of any evil is to just say that He
believe that God can be held responsible
would prevent the occurrence of any evil,
for the imperfections of the natural world.
and in so doing, he would neither prevent
The theist might replay that if God is
the occurrence of some good that would
not responsible for the actions of man,
outweigh the evil He prevents nor permit
who he created, then likewise He is not
the occurrence of some other greater evil.
responsible for the actions of the world
The atheist believes that (2) is necessarily which he also created. I see one flaw here.
true. The logic here is that a God who is Though God did create both man and the
all loving and all powerful would not allow
world, man has the choice to act in an evil
evil to exist in the world. Therefore, God
way and subsequently has the choice to
act in a good way. The natural world does
not choose how it acts. It acts because that
is the way it was made to act. Like a cor
poration which may be held accountable
for the inadequacies of one of its products,
God must be held accountable for the
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The theist might also assert that it is
conceivable that some occurrence of evil is
logically necessary for the achievement of
some good that would outweigh the evil.
Therefore, it would be impossible for
some being to prevent the occurrence of
some evil if it is logically necessary for that
evil to occur in order to achieve a higher
or greater good. No being could do this,
not even God (thought God can do the
physically impossible, he cannot do the
logically impossible, e.g., He cannot make
a line curve, etc.). In order to refute pro
position (2), the theist must only assert
that it is possible that proposition (2) is
not true. It seems that this can be ac
complished. Therefore, proposition (2)
should be modified to read:
(2) A God who is omnipotent, omnis
cient, and omnibenevolent would prevent
the occurrence of any evil that is not
logically necessary for the occurrence of a
good that outweighs it.
In response to this, the atheist I think
would propose that intense human or
animal suffering, whether physical or
psychological, is evil. If this is the case,
then the atheist would preface proposition
(2) with his own proposition.
(2a) There are instances of intense suffer
ing that an omniscient, omnipotent, om
nibenevolent God could have prevented
without thereby preventing the occur
rence of any greater good.
The task of the atheist is to prove that
premise (2a) is true. However, there is no

Ray Brandes 'Lauded'
This letter is a response to the sapient
letter of Professor Ray Brandes, Ph.D.
(Vista 3/19).
I thought it was very clever the way the
Ph.D. began his opuscule with a slick in
sult to the ASB Representatives, referring
to them as "mentally unemployed."
Knowing a professor is adroit at namecalling gives a student confidence.
I also applaud the professor for proudly
annoucing his status during the 60's as
part of the majority. It is important to
keep in the majority, I think. (Wouldn't
want to be a habitual joiner though).
I don't quite understand what purpose
the "silent majority" served, however, ac
cording to Professor Brandes. Those "in
the know" were afraid to speak up. Oh
well, I'm sure they did something.
I was especially impressed and persuaded
by the paragraphs advocating the merits
of battle. I'd always been a little ashamed
of my own phlegmatic attitude toward go
ing "unafraid into battle." But knowing
that someone I may or may not have
voted for has ordered
ie to do so
(someone such as Richard Millhouse Nix
on) ought to cure my irrational fears.
Besides, I wouldn't want to be forever
revulsed by that dreaded "silent majority."

Only a cunning sagacious logic could ex
plain that what was really occurring in our
last publicized war will not be understood
for generations, and, at the same time, en
courage students to go "unafriad into bat
tle" at the nod of the commander-in-chief,
simply because we may have voted for
him.
I must agree with the mature thinking of
history, Professor Brandes (Ph.D.); being a
"real man" truly means going along with
the majority.

Mark Hellenkamp

'Bozos' Ruin
Free Cab
Well ladies and gentlemen, you've no
doubt heard the news by now: College
Cab, the service that provided free cab ser
vice to students in trouble, has officially
been cancelled. Because a small amount of
irresponsible students abused the
privileges offered by the service, it went
over budget. Great, isn't it?
The first word that comes to mind is
stupidity. There is absolutely no excuse for
the abuses occuring. Students were being

one who can^ prove that premise (2a) is
true beyond the shadow of doubt. Fur
thermore, there is no one that can prove
that premise (2a) is false either. However,
there seems to be rational ground for
believing that premise (2a) is true though
one can not prove it with certainty.
Based on experience and the scale of in
tense human suffering, it seems totally
unreasonable to suppose that every single
instance of intense suffering leads to a
greater good. Indeed, even if every case of
intense suffering did lead to a greater
good, it is equally unreasonable to think
that the good that was achieved in every
case was one that an omni-everything
God could not have achieved otherwise.
Now, it is possible that this is not the case.
But, that is not the point. The point is
that the argument is reasonable.
Therefore, atheism is a reasonable posi
tion to hold, just as reasonable as theism.
At best, there is an intellectual stalemate.
However, it appears that the atheist has
the better position on the strength of the
empirical evidence.
If this article shows anything, it shows
that atheism is a valid argument and that
one can be an atheist and still believe in a
very loving and powerful God, though
one that is not all powerful. Lastly, I
would rather love and have faith in a God
who I think loves us, but can not help the
way that the world is, than one that I
think in some way could have made the
world a better place.
picked up on campus and taken to
destinations such as Fashion Valley or the
Oakwood Apartments in Pacific Beach. It
seems to me that there were a few people
that didn't have a ride and were too cheap
to pay for one. Come on people, haven't
you ever heard of public transportation?
As many as 20 percent of the rides given
were being deemed unacceptable by
Student Affairs, and the number of people
abusing the program was growing. I
wonder if the people realized what they we
doing when they were taking their free
rides to a lunch date or another party.
There may be the possibility that AS
will be able to find the money necessary to
reinstate the program next semester. If
they do, we are going to have to pull the
reins a little tighter.
I have come up with a set of guidelines
that should be followed to insure the pro
gram is not abused:
1. Only one ride per person, per day.
2. No rides originating on campus
3. Publishing a list of abusers in the
Vista.
4. Limit each student to X amount of
rides per semester.
These guidelines would enable Student
Affairs to keep control of the program,
and we the students would be able to keep
a much needed program.
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When The Ocean Calls Who Answers?
by Shirley R. Edwards

There are people who hide behind cor
porate non-entity names, and have com
mitted a violent and serious crime against
humanity. Life as we know it is in danger
of being contaminated by those who
choose to fill our source of vitality — the
ocean — with such defling pollutants as oil
and nuclear waste. The ocean is being
used as a dumping ground for human
mistakes.
Human life thrives on the sea for conti
nuance. We are nothing more than a huge
watery cell ourselves. The ocean allows life
for us, and we as earthly inhabitants, who
are strongly dependant on the sea, must
protect our source of life. The ocean
allows the rains to fall, and moisture to fill
the air — in one way or another we are
touched by this thirst quencher.
The waves can splash as the ocean
roars, and the tide rises and falls upon the
shores. Yet no one hears. Yes, no one
hears the ocean. No more, No more!
They, of all people, should hear the cry of
the ocean in its time of woe. Or are there
so few out there who dare to care — who
dare to say, "Behold!!! The destruction of
our blue earth is before us!" Pollute not
this water planet. It is our source of vitali
ty. We humans, as living beings, thrive

upon a watery existance. We are nothing
more than an extension of this planet, and
we thrive not without the ocean's depths
to filter through this landed earth and pro
vide fresh drink to sooth our thirst.
And yet we citizens of earth allow viola
tions against human life to continually oc
cur by ignoring the dangers involved in
dumping toxic pollutants into the ocean's
depths. Slow suicide seems to be a habit of
humankind, for the human species does
not seem to be reacting when our future is
at risk; instead, people go on with their
daily do's and don'ts without worrying
about the crime that is being committed
against them by corporations who freely
dump on everyone's lives. They are not
totally to blame when there are govern
ment agencies who allow such activities to
take place. This leads us back to the every
day citizen who does not pressure these
agencies to act for the good of the people.
Where are we earthly beings, we
humans, we all encompassing creatures of
land and sea? Where are we when the
ocean cries out "Help! Help! Destroy me
not!" Behold — it is the human species,
and none other, that creates these woes!
There is a pollution that first originates
from the minds of those who care not for
life, and spreads from land to sea. There

Nicaragua: Why We're Concerned
and How We Should Act
by Chris Toward
As the debate on Nicaragua becomes
more murky it becomes increasingly
necessary to remind oLrselves why the
United States is concerned with
Nicaragua and necessary to establish what
course of action we shall pursue.
According to the Reagan Administra
tion, we are concerned with Nicaragua
because its Sandinista government im
ports arms from the Soviet bloc and subse
quently exports them to communist
guerillas seeking to topple the government
in El Salvador. Hence, the debate should
revolve around what policy is commen
surate with j:he problem.
Certain observations are germane here.
First, the urgency of taking prompt ac
tion is excerbated by Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev's plan to visit Latin .America
next year (assuming he plans to stop in
Nicaragua). Such a visit could radically
alter the context within which policies
toward Nicaragua are formulated by mak
ing Nicaragua a more direct point of con.
tention between the superpowers instead
of a primarily hemispherical conflict.
Second, the U.S. and Latin American
republics are bound by the Rio Pact of
1974 to help each other against attacks
from outside the hemisphere. A liberal in
terpretation of this pact could be seen to
allow for protection of the pact's
signatories against subversion or attack
from hostile neighbors, particularly if a
neighbor, like Nicaragua, would be no
more than a nuisance without military aid
from a nation outside the hemisphere such
as the Soviet Union.
Third, it is difficult to construe the Sandinista's military build-up as defensive
since ' it predated organization and
American funding of the contras. In Jimmy
Carter's final year as President, he offered
more than $100 million in non-military

aid to the Sandinistas — hardly a symp
tom of impending invason.
In determining a course of action, the
U.S. has essentially three options at its
disposal: overthrow the Sandinista
regime; negotiate with the regime until it
no longer poses a security threat; or an
alloy of the two approaches.
The contra rebels have shown they lack
both the popular support and military ap
titude to achieve outright victory. The
most effective means of overthrowing the
Sandinistas is therefore American inva
sion. But this option involves several pro
blems.
First, the Reagan Administration has
continually ruled out the use of American
forces in Nicaragua, preferring instead to
let the contras "do it themselves." Second,
in the wake of the Iran-contra scandal, it
is unlikely that Reagan could muster Con
gressional support for direct military in
volvement. Third, many would fear
"another Vietnam" and prefer to preemp
tively surrender rather than risk defeat.
Fourth, an American invasion might
galvanize the Nicaraguan people behind a
regime for which they otherwise have no
affinity.
Diplomacy alone is also unlikely to af
fect meaningful reform of Nicaraguan
government. Many of the current San
dinista rulers spent years fighting a guerilla
war in Nicaragua's mountains and, since
their overthrow of the Somoza regime,
they have been busily consolidating their
power and quelling opposition. It is
unlikely that they would abridge their
power simply upon request.
A third course, prescribed by Henry
Kissinger, is "a combination of negotia
tion and pressure designed to deprive the
Sandinista regime of the ability to subvert
or undermine its neighbors." Ideally, a

are toxins that reek from the minds of
those who hide behind corporate names
and destroy the beauty of life within the
ocean and without. And these poisonous
substances, who dare to consider
themselves human, pour from
their
mouths corruption into the week and fee
ble minds of those who listen to them as
they condemn the ocean's ecosystem.
Such week minds plague our government
and our public, for it is the polluters who
are winning now and not the human race.
They claim there is plenty of space in the
ocean to hide their mistakes. It's all right
to dump that which is harmful to human
health, safety, and welfare into the depths
of our aqua-friend and all will be well, or
so people are fooled into believing. But all
is not well.
All is very ill. Where do our fish pro
ducts come from if it is not from the same
place where contaminated wastes are so
freely dumped? We humans use the
ocean's resources to feed our dairy and
ranch animals, and to feed ourselves. We
also do our entertainment in and by the
seas. We play and frolic, we laugh and
sing. We are enchanted by white sanded
beaches and soft cruises by sail and engine
vessels. We humans thrive and depend
upon the sea.

And yet nothing is done to cease the
destruction falling upon all life on earth
which is resulting from the pollution of
the ocean. Maybe it will take the devasta
tion of the fishing industry, and the
tourist business along salty sea coasts
before anything serious is done. But by
then it may be too late. By then many peo
ple will have suffered from loss of jobs or
loss of health because no one cared
enough to do something now. No one
dared to say the ocean is important now.
And no government dared to think of the
well-being of the people first. There may
be a few people who are saying they care
and are trying to do something to help,
but a few people are not enough.
EVERYONE needs to be concerned, for it
is everyone's life that depends on a
healthy ocean.
I care. And this is why I speak out now.
I care, and as I watch the devastation of
our water resource — the ocean — I can
only hope that people will speak out
against corporations and governments
that allow hazardous toxic, and nuclear
wastes to be dumped into our ocean's
depths. Let us protect the vitality of the
aqueous being — the ocean — so it may
continue to be our vitality now and in the
future.

From the Editor's Desk
Under 40 percent of the
undergraduates bothered to show up
at the polls April 1 and 2 to vote for
Associated Student candidates. An
even
smaller
perentage of
undergraduates voted in the run-off
elections held last Monday. Five AS
positions had only one candidate
vying for the vacancy.

Last week in this column I question
ed the sudden overflow of opinions
that had been submitted to the Vista.
I was beginning to believe that stu
dent apathy on this campus was
beginning to wane. But I was
premature in my assessment. Accord
ing to these elections, apathy is alive
and well.
The reasons behind the noninvolvement of students in the voting
procedure are probably varied.
First of all, many seniors might not
have bothered to vote because the
results will not affect them much.
Freshmen may still be too uninvolved

negotiation process would be as "Latiniz
ed" as is reasonable and would involve
direct negotiations with other Latin
American nations like those of the Contadora group (i.e., Mexico, Colombia,
Vanezuela and Panama). The role of the
U.S. in negotiations would be indirect.
The debate should now concentrate on

in college life to participate. Others
may have decided that they do not
know enough about the candidates or
the office positions to feel strongly
enough about voting.
But I do not understand why there
were candidates running for office
unopposed. Certainly there must be
people out there who could have
made the attempt. But obviously most
people decided running for a student
government office would be too time
consuming, not worth the effort, or
an unfulfilling experience.
Others of you may have decided
that you were not qualified for the AS
offices. It is important to remember
that a student government is not a
professional organization. It is a
laboratory for learning how to be a
leader and how to cope with problems
and seek solutions. The only criterion
for most of these offices is dedication.
Soon the newly elected administra
tion will be taking applications for
directorships. The AS desperately
needs dedicated and hard working
people who want to help the school
and help his or her fellow students
have a challenging and rewarding
year.

Arian Collins
Editor-in-Chief

what pressures should be applied to in
itiate and perpetuate negotiations, a
specific agenda for negotiation; and con
tingency plans should negotiations fail. If
the process works properly, then the in
terests of the Nicaraguan people, the
region, and the hemisphere would be serv
ed.
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Food and Fun Abound at Bennigan's
by Kris Riser
_
;
"Serious food served with a side of
"RFNNIGANi
fun" is the motto for Bennigan's
restaurant and bar . . . and they cer
tainly live up to their motto!
The excitement of Bennigan's at
mosphere hits you as soon as you
walk through the front door. The
latest hits are pouring through the
speakers and the friendly staff is quick
to greet and serve customers.
The focus of attention, however, is
the bar in the center of the restaurant.
There wasn't an empty stool to be
found and the people were obviously
having a great time. The bar also
features happy hours from 4:00 to
7:00 p.m., and again from 11:00 p.m.
to 1:30 a.m.
With the restaurant surrounding
the bar, the upbeat atmosphere is
quick to overflow to those enjoying a
meal. Many people found themselves
leaning over the railing to join in con
versations with those at the bar.
Although the bar has been the
main attraction at Bennigan's in the
past, they are now trying to bring
more of a focus to the food. This is
understandable because the food is
excellent and definitely should not be
overlooked.
The menu is extensive and offers
quite a vareity of cooking styles to

choose from including pasta, barbeque, Mexican, Oriental, pizza,
seafood, chicken, hamburgers, sand
wiches and more. They also have a
wide range of appetizers with propor
tions large enough to be a meal in
themselves!
The entrees are excellent, and
cerainly won't leave you hungry. If,
however, you can manage a few more
bites, the desserts are well worth
cheating on any diet! Again, the
menu proves many delectible choices
with such taste treats as deep dish hot
apple cobbler and brownie bottom
pie.
The prices are very reasonable with
most dinners ranging from about
$5.95 to $7.95. Bennigan's also ac
cepts VISA, MasterCard, and
American Express.
They are conveniently located in
Mission Valley at 1760 Camino del
Rio North next to the east parking lot
of Mission Valley Center behind Saks
Fifth Avenue and May Company.
If you're looking for an evening full
of fun times and excellent food that
won't drain your bank account, Ben
nigan's comes highly recommended.

Problems Expected For Spring Break
by Thomas Edelblute
As you leave for Easter week vacation,
Traffic Officer Lloyd Needham of the
California .Highway Patrol says "Try to
return to school all in one piece."
During the holidays, the Highway
Patrol will be out in normal force enforc
ing speed limits, and stopping those driv
ing under the influence. Since Easter
break is not one of the big holidays, there
are no particular problems expected on
the local highways.
If you intend to go to the beach,
however, the advice of Lt. Richard Ben
nett, San Diego Police Traffic Division, is
to get there early, or take public transpor
tation.
If the weather is good, a lot of parking
problems will be expected in the beach
area. This results in people parking on
lawns, sandy areas, red curbs and other

View New Exhibits at La Jolla
Museum of Contemporary Arts
LA JOLLA—The La Jolla Museum of
Contemporary Arts, at 700 Prospect
Street in La Jolla, not only has art and
shows for people to enjoy, they now have
a cafe as well. The museum is open Tues
day through Sunday from 10:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m., except Wednesday, when it is
open until 9:00 p.m.
Admission is $2.00 for adults; $1.00 for
students and senior citizens; 50 cents for
children under 12; and free for museum
members. Admisson is free to the public
on Wednesday from 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Visitors now can enjoy a luncheon and
afternoon high tea in the museum's
umbrella-shaded courtyard. The Museum
Cafe, offers bistro-style service and a menu
which changes every two weeks. The
menu features contemporary cuisine and
includes soups and bisques, hot and cold
salads, sandwiches, cheese and fruit plates,
and desserts ranging from hand-made
chocolate truffles to mousses and tortes.
Vegetarian choices will also appear on the
menu. On Saturdays and Sundays, the
cafe will serve brunch in the courtyard
beginning at 10:00 a.m.
The major site-specific sculpture exhibi
tion is Sitings, organized by La Jolla
Museum of Contemporary Art Director
High M. Davies and Senior Curator
Ronald J. Onorato. The exhibition in
cludes the work of four major artists; Alice
Aycock, Richard Fleiscner, Mary Miss,

no-parking areas.
Many parking tickets will be written for
illegally parked cars, causing people pro
blems with fines and court time. If you are
unable to get to the beach before noon,
you are advised to take public
transportation.

A fully-illustrated catalogue accom
panies the exhibition, with essays by
Davies, Onorato, and Sally Yard. Also ac
companying the exhibition is a full-color
catalog with a major essay by Sarah
McFadden, a contributing editor to Art-inAmerica. In conjunction with the exhibi
tion, the museum makes available
videotaped interviews with the artists
represented.
On April 11, the museum will open an
exhibition of the Smorgon Family Collec
tion of Contemporary American Art.
This will be the exhibition's sole West
Coast showing. Artists included in the ex
hibition are Jonathan Borofsky, Robert
Longo, Elizabeth Murray, Eric Fischl,
Cindy Sherman, William Wegman, David
Salle, Jenny Holzer, Keith Haring, and
Lois Lane. Most of these artists have rare
ly been shown on the west coast.
The exhibition titled "911," referring to
the standard emergency telephone
number, centers on the theme of "a house
gone wrong." This exhibition is up at the
Museum's Parameters 8 space, 721 Egiht
Street, in downtown San Diego.
A visceral sense of uneasiness is converyed in the exhibition through the
manipulation of common day-to-day ob
jects. The La Jolla Museum of Contem
porary Art is co-sponsoring this exhibi
tion with the Centro Cultural de la Raza.
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Should traffic flow problems develop in
the Mission Beach area, certain streets will
be designated for one-way traffic. This,
hopefully, will make traffic move along
smoother and faster.
If the weather turns bad, Bennett ex
pects people to go to Imperial Valley or
other warm places with good weather.
Bennett would also like you to be aware
of your own physical condition. Driving
while impaired, whether it be with alcohol
or drugs, risks your life and others with
traffic accidents.

and George Trakas.
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PIME MISSIONARIES live the
Gospel among the poor and
the unchurched of the Third
World. Priests for all.
For FREE BOOKLET write:

PIME Vocation Dept.
3731 W. 62nd Street
Chicago, 11.60629
(312)767-0620

ATTENTION BSNs!
MAKE YOUR
EDUCATION
COUNT...
... as a fully qualified
Air Force nurse specialist.
You'll receive excellent pay
and benefits plus enjoy
opportunities for profes
sional development and
service to your country.
Call
(619)292-8863 collect
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Tokyo
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HAWAII/MEXICO
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Air-Hotel & Tax
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Las Cabot
Puerto Vallorta
Waikiki
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3 nights
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MAZATLAN DELUXE
BEACH COND.
$245
Air/3nts./tax/transfers/kitchenette

BUCKET TRAVEL SHOP

"Quality Discount Travel"

233-0723

413 laurel St.. San Diego 92101
M-F 8:30 to 6:30, Sunday 10-1

LSAT
GMAT

GRE

Test Preparation Courses
Experienced Faculty
Lecture Course
In-Class Practice Exams
Score in to 25% or take next
course free

For a free brochure call: 619/260-4579
or write: University of San Diego
Test Preparation Courses - Serra Hall 318
Alcala Park, San Diego. CA 92110
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The Traditional and Celebrated Day Everywhere
by Patricia Rock
It represents an inspiration to all
Americans whether students,
workers, or beach bums. No matter
the form — whether tappin' to Coun
try music in Dixieland or partvin' to
rock here at USD — it is celebrated
throughout the country.
What is it?! It's Friday's!! After five
days of laborous work, worry, hurry,
and run, most people give themselves
a break (T.G.I.F.), and do what they
like most!
Taken from this tradition, T.J.I.Fri
day's, the restaurant, celebrates
T.G.I.F. everyday with its customers.

What makes Friday's an exciting place
are a number of things. They are the
service, the atmosphere, and, of
course, the menu.
Good service is essential in order to
have an enjoyable meal. The
hostess/host greets one with a smile
and acts as an escort to the table.
To add to the fun, the waitresses
and waiters have sensational outfits.
For example, the waiters wear
suspenders ornate with funny little
buttons, like a ceramic Mr. Bill ex
claiming, "Ooh Nooo!" Their per
sonalities seem to reflect the fashion
of their clothes. They are always
courteous and enthusiastic to help

you. It is quite apparent they are hap
py with their jobs.
The fun of eating at T.J.I.Friday's is
not only created by the service, but by
the atmosphere, too. The interior
walls are covered with quality wood.
Assorted antique structures and pic
tures hang beside tables as the basic
decor. The different floor levels create
an atmosphere that makes the
customer feel comfortable with per
sonalized and homey assistance.
The special surroundings accent the
chefs quality cooking. The available
dishes are as universal as the world
itself. One may order french fries or
fajitas, green salads or Chinese rice.

The menu offers fish, poultry, beef,
soups, salads, vegetarian dishes,
assorted appetizers, and every kind of
alcoholic/non-alcoholic beverage.
Most importantly, the food tastes
delicious and the prices are moderate.
T.J.I.Fridays is open from 11:30
a.m. to 1 a.m. Monday through Fri
day. On Saturday and Sunday,
T.J.I.Friday's has extended hours
from 9 a.m. to 1 a.m.
T.J.I.Fridays has two locations in
San Diego: at Mission Valley, 403
Camino Del Rio South, and at La
Jolla, 8801 Villa La Jolla Drive.
Happy Food Hunting!!!

Emergency

FUZZBUSTERS
NEEDED
for
Convoy To
Palm Springs
Tomorrow
Please call
Duckie Goes To
Palm Springs, Inc.

260-8845
I-I-I Can't Wait!

For all the long
classes you've
sweated through,
and even the ones
you're about to, we're
offering one form of
that's sure to be a breeze.
The MH Student Loan.
We've made getting one quick and easy
via our state-of-the-art computerized sys
tem. Now, not only can we process your
application in a record time of 24 hours, but
by punching a few buttons, our counselors
can tell you the status of your loan in a
matter of seconds.
What's more, after you secure a loan with
us, you can be secure it will remain with us.
Because we would never transfer your
loan to some unknown institution like other
banks do.
And, if by chance, you already have a
student loan with another bank, that's no
problem. We can easily consolidate it with

MH Student Loan,
'en have a full staff of
education loan experts ready
to answer any questions you
might have. And some you haven't
even thought of yet. On any type of
plan you might want.
For instance, if your folks want to help
fund your future at college, you might want
to check out our special tuition plans from
The Tuition Plan. We're the only bank in the
business to offer these tailor-made payment
plans which include a Monthly Budget Pro
gram, a Pre-Payment Program and an Educa
tion Loan Program.
So before you make The Big Decision on
which bank to go with, take a minute and
call us toll-free for a MH Student Loan
application. We've made it all very easy.
Because college is hard enough.

Call 1 800 MHT-GRAD

We'll help youget where you want to go.
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The brightest star for all
to see . . .
But forme, to
Cherish.
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English Profs go for Big Screen
by Christine Presta
For the past two to three decades screenwriting has been at the bottom of the bar
rel in terms of salary and quality. Accord
ing to English Professors Dr. Dennis
Clausen and Dr. Ron Hill of the Universi
ty of San Diego, we are going to see a
renaissance of interest.
Recently Australia has been producing
many movies with good strong scripts.
This competition has led the American
film industries to realize how important a
good script is to a movie and thus they
have acquired a new interest in good
scripts.
What exactly is a good script? Clausen
and Hill describe a good script as one in
which grabs your attention in the first
couple of minutes and won't let you go.
Similarly, you will not let it go as well. A
good script must have continuous twists,
according to Clausen, and must be well
edited and contain all the elements of a
short story.
Why do these professors know so much
about screenwriting? The two share a
special interest in writing and one day
decided to join forces and work together.
Prior to their partnership Clausen had
already completed three or four scripts on
his own, one of which was published into
a novel. After two years of hard work Dr.
Clausen just recently completed a series of
textbooks which have been published. Dr.

Hill had no previous experience such as
Clausen had yet he entered the relation
ship with extreme enthusiasm and many
ideas to share.
As partners the two feel they comple
ment each other very well. Clausen is in
volved with the large structure of the
script. The organization of ideas is his
speciality. Hill on the other hand has a
poetic backround and he feels his biggest
contribution in his eye and ear for poetic
detail.
Not only do their skills complement one
another but as friends they get along and
enjoy each other's company. In fact, many
of their ideas arrive while they are
shooting a casual game of pool in a pool
hall. The two seem to enjoy what they do
very much. Neither of them are in it for
the money and feel that a good script is
one in which was created out of the
author's enjoyment for creating, not out
of his or her greed for money or fame.
So far the two have one screenplay in
circulation and another in the process.
Their first screenplay is a comedy about
two zany professors who, due to personal
and insurance problems, decide to open a
business all on their own. They want to
become rich and are conned into buying a
mortuary. Only after they are already in
volved in the business do they realize that
they know nothing about the business
world," described Clausen of his

Campus Paperback Bestsellers
1. The Handmaid's Tate, by Margaret Atwood (FawcetL $4.95.)
ChHImg portrait at future life.

characters.
"The exciting part is the process of pro
ducing itself," says Hill. As soon as orte
screenplay is completed he wants to get
right into the next. Both Clausen and Hill
feel that writing scripts has helped them in
their writing and simply sharpened their
skills. Hill feels he has learned to condense
his writing significantly and has become
more alert to what goes on.
The unexpected illogical twists are what
make a script unique and as writers the
two strive for this in their writing. "I do it
because I enjoy it, and I will continue to
do it because I enjoy it," expresses Hill.
Although the two plan on continuing
their writing they advise interested parties
to get involved only if they are willing to
put forth a lot of time and hard work.
There is a lot more work to writing than
one realizes. The only way to know is to
do, and that is just what these two men
have done.

2. Women who Love too Much, by Robin Norwood (Pocket.
$4.50.) How to avoid the pitfalls of unhealthy relationships
3. The Far Side Gallery 2, by Gary Larson (Andrews. McMeel &
Parker, $9.95) CoWecton of Far Side cartoons
4. Out on a Limb, by Shirley MacLaine (Bantam, $4.50)
More self-searching by Madame.
5. The Mammoth Hunter*, by Jean M. Auel (Bantam, $4 95.)
Sequel to The Valley of the Horses
6. The Man who Mistook hi* WHe for a Hat, by Oliver Sacks
(Perennial, $7.95.) Strange neurological disabilities.
7. Seasons of the Heart, by Cynthia Freeman. (Berkley, $4.50.)
Careerwoman torn between husband and mentor
8. Ue Down with Lions, by Ken FoHett (NAL'Stgnet $4 95.)
Romantic adventure and twisting suspense in Afghanistan.
9. The Hunt for Red October, by Tom Clancy (Berkley, $4 50.)
The incredible chase of a nuclear submarine
10. Bloom County Babylon, by Berke Breathed (Little, Brown,
$12.95.) Bloom County comic strips.

New & Recommended
A person* Mtaaon ot Japeul Seigh. Ewtwn College BooKJWe

The Right Job, by RobertO. Snelling (Penguin, $7.95.)The best route
to developing a workable plan to get the best job available
Some American Men, by Gloria Emerson. (Touchstone, $8.95.)
A collective biography that brilliantly smashes stereotypes
The Myth of Women's Masochism, by Paula J. Capian, Ph.D.
(NAL Signet. $3.95.) Refutes the false notion that women enjoy pain
and demonstrates the real reason many women remain in
unhappy relationships. '
ASSOCIATION <* AMCNCAft PUSUSHER&NATIONAI. ASSOCIATION OF COLL®* STOW3

FALL 1987
ON-CAMPUS
HOUSING

Sign-up Period:
March 30-April

' QUESTIONS???
MORE INFORMATION....

Call the Housing Office
Mission Crossroads Building
Extension 4622

. FN

Q
.

College Grads!
2-door Jetta
AC, PS, Radio prep., and more!

$169

9? per
month

Currently employed
t in degree related fields
Just one example of
our affordable payment plans

• No Money Down
I No Previous Credit Necessary
• Low Monthly Payments

Mission Bay Volkswagen
4555 Mission Bay Drive

For details call Paul Doyle — 276-5662, 273-0150

*60 Month Closed End Lease. Plus Tax. Sale Price 10,808.27. Residual 4,721.27. Total of Payments
10,927.54. On Approved Credit. Subject to Prior Sale. One available at this price, NO. 487596.

Multiple Choice.

A memorable college experience.
j

.!(KILN'S
See our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstore or meet
with your Jostens representative for ordering information.
DFPOSTT
DATS!- APril 22> 23' 24
TTTUTTt- 10"2 Pm"
REGUTTffiTi $20-°0
PT.AP.TP.- University Center

^^3 1".

t

1 Payment plans available.
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Your Old Favorites Return with New Hits
by John Roberts
Bay-area rockers Night Ranger have
returned with the follow up to their 1985
release 7 Wishes with their dynamic release
Big Life.
Just five years ago, Night Ranger's debut
album Dawn Patrol was brand new in the
stores, and the single "Don't Tell Me You
Love Me" soon helped to propel the
album's sales over the 500,000 mark (cer
tified gold).
Just a year after that, they hit big-time
success with Midnight Madness, an LP
which spawned such hits as "Sister Chris
tian," "(You Can Still) Rock in America,"
and "When You Close Your Eyes." This
one went multi-platinum and allowed
Night Ranger to headline sold out con
certs world-wide. Their success was so
strong, it boosted their debut album over
the platinum mark as well.
7 Wishes and another successful tour
followed in 1985, before the long awaited
release of their fourth LP, Big Life, arrived
on the scene last week.
On Big Life, the guitar work of both
Brad Gillis and Jeff Watson is more promi
nent in the overall mix than on the
previous album, which creates a harder,
driving sound. Watson's eight fingered
hammer-on style and Gillis' screaming
harmonics and tremelo drive-bombs are

Night Ranger poses before their releasing of their new album, B i g L i f e .
alive and well on this album, and the two
different styles complement the other as
well as pretzels complement cold beer.
But at the same time, the horizons of
keyboardist Alan "Fitz" Gerald keep ex
panding further, and a whole new array of

Bunnies
Are Forever
Unless their basket
is left unattended.

Don't end up with
A Stolen Basket!

keyboard sounds and textures are brought
in, updating the Night Ranger sound and
keeping up with technology's advances.
Lead vocals are once again split between
drummer Kelly Keagy and bassist Jack
Blades. These two also do a better than
average job of holding down the rhythm

section, but instrumentally neither goes
out on a limb.
Big Life is also the first Night Ranger LP
not to have Pat Glasser producing. This
time, Kevin Elson was at the helm (Elson
is best known for his work with Journey,
and most recently with the Swedish band,
Europe), Elson produced all but one of the
album's nine tracks.
The one exception is the first single from
Big Life, a song entitled "The Secret of My
Success," from the movie of the same
name. David Foster co-wrote and produc
ed this tune, and gave it the unmistakable
snyth-rock sound that Foster gives to
bands (such as Chicago and John Parr).
But the Night Ranger sound still remains
intact.
Bassist Blades wrote and co-wrote the
entire album. On this LP, he writes both
hard-rocking anthems like "Color of Your
Smile" and the title track, as well as the
sensitive ballads "Rain Comes Crashing
Down" and "Hearts Away." Another
rocker called "Love Is Standing Near" is
certain to be another Night Ranger classic,
and is a really personal song as well.
Few bands can claim to be as consistent
as Night Ranger is. This album has been
two years in the works, but is well worth
the wait. Big Life will please the old fans
and is certain to win over new ones.

CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCE
AGENCY

...where your career is America's strength.
Unique overseas
, assignments
that challenge

If you're going
away for Easter,"
lock your doors and
windows.
Take your valuables
with you, or
have them stored.

ENJOY THE
EASTER HOLIDAYS!
USD Safety & Security

• a college degree with good
We are not talking about a job. but a
academic record
unique professional career that pro
vides an uncommon measure of persona!
a iexibBty
challenge and satisfaction. And the work
a axcalent oral and written
is important tt answers the question:
communications
"What can I do for my country?'
.
You must have US. citizenship and a
ft ts a career with new horizons You
yOUT CVery talent* knowledge of foreign affairs. Maximum
will frequently live and work in foreign
age 35 Foreign travel, previous resi
lands and interact with persons on all levels
dence abroad, graduate study, or military service would
be pluses
You will find yourself in situations that will test your selfreliance to the utmost situations that demand quick
Career Growth
thinking to solve problems on the spot
You will begin with our extensive career training program
You can forget about a 9 to 5 routine You must be
at a salary range between $22,000 and $34,000 depend
adventurous yet setf-disciplined and tough-minded And
ing on qualifications Thereafter, you will be promoted as
your assignments will call on the deepest resources of
rapidly as your talent and performance permit
your intelligence, knowledge and responsibility.
We place high value on your academic training and
To those who qualify, we provide the opportunity to
experience. If you want the facts on a unique career,
succeed Not for public applause But for yourself...
attend our employment seminar on: April 16, 1987 at
and our nation

The Qualifications
An overseas career in the CIA demands a
rare combination of capabilities:

• strong Interpersonal aldfc

• spHtude for iMmlnQ • torajflm Imguoge

9:00 a.m. or 6:30 p.m. San Diego Hilton, Monte Carlo
Room, 1775 E. Mission Bay Drive, S.D.
STUDENT ATTIRE APPROPRIATE
or submit your resume to:
PERSONNEL REPRESENTATIVE
P.O. Box 3127
So. El Monte, CA 91733

Th« CIA 1* T Equal Onxim*y Dnployu
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That Burning Sensation
By Paige Drymalski

Well, the sunbathing season is now
in full bloom. Students are skipping
class just to get the beautiful, bronzed
tan that is so characteristic of Californians. Of course the beach is the
ultimate place to go, but pools and
backyards are just as popular.
However, there are some things which
people should be aware of when mak
ing their treks to the beach.

S

UPERFIGHT . . . To the surprise

of many boxing enthusiasts Mon
day's fight between Marvelous Mar
vin Hagler and Sugar Ray Leonard was
good enough to live up to all the pre-fight
hype. Sugar Ray proved that his magic
was still alive by confusing and taunting
the champ throughout the bout. Those
who saw the fight can attest to how cap
tivating it was to see the two fight not only
a physical battle, but also their mental bat
tle for superiority . . . There were other
fights Monday including one between
Cox Cable and about 400 subscribers who
paid for the fight in advance and were not
getting the signal. Angry customers who
could not get thru via the telephone to the
company took their complaints directly to
Cox Cable's office. Police were called to
the scene to contain some of the unruly
boxing fans who had paid $40 in advance
to see the fight but instead got a scrambled
signal . . . The other fight occured at
Ceasers Palace right outside the ring after
the fight. Don King, hoping to talk to the
new champ about a possible fight deal,
was caught from behind by fight promoter
Bob Arum who didn't want King in his
ring. Arum, whose gravy train may have
ended with Hagler's loss, was not about to
let King into the spotlight at his fight. The
winner: A one round draw with neither
man getting in any good punches.
HOW PURE ARE YOU? . . . . A
copy of the infamous "Purity Test" has
made its way thru the Vista office and the
results have sparked some interesting con
versations. The test measures your sexual
purity by cumulating the number of times
you say no to each of the 100 questions.
We came up with a rating guide for those
of you who have already taken the test.
Below 20 — You're picture is in the dic
tionary under "loose." See also fiend,
pervert, depraved. VD clinic regular.
21-25 — You are a degenerate.
26-35 — Male: Stud. Female: Sleaze.
36-45 — You're a pro. You've got a lot of
experience tucked under your belt.
46-60 — You've got the tools but your
not using them. Possibly dangerously
abstinate.
61+ — Candidate for the priesthood/
sisterhood (i.e. Not getting any).
THE VISTA TOP FIVE LIST ... As
pre-registration approaches we came up
with a list of the top five Mickey Mouse
classes at USD to help you plan your
dream schedule. They are:
1. Statistical Analysis in Political
Science.
2. Music Appreciation.
3. Officiating: Principles &. Practices.
4. Physiology of Exercise.
5. Independent Study (Any).

The first annoyance one encounters
is the bugs. Fred and Stanley are two
black bugs, buzzing up and down the
shores of a particular beach. "Hey,
Fred, look at that fleshy one down
over there! Stand aside, dude, she's
mine! INCOMING!" Stanley shrieks
as he makes a bee-line for a poor, in
nocent girl's leg. "OUCH!" the girl
yelps. A large smack is heard. The girl
flicks Stanley off her leg to the sand
beside her. Fred buzzes down to see if
Stanley is okay. Stanley is on his
back, breathing heavily and barely
alive. "Fred, I want you to take over
for me," he whispers weakly. "Get as
many of them as you can. Do it for
me, for the whole race of insects, for
America. Get 'em good," he says
finally, as his last breath is taken. Fred
vows to devote himself to do as his
friend requested for the rest of his life.
Other mild irritations are getting
sand all over your body and belong
ings, tripping over surfboards and
sand castles and getting hit in the
head with frisbees or volleyballs.
Everyone knows that when you go
to the beach, appearance is very im
portant. One's total physical being is
exposed. People start asking
themselves questions like, "Am I too
fat, white, ugly, mishappen?" Girls
seem to think that they will never be
skinny enough to look good in their
bathing suits.
One should also expect to see many
different kinds of people at the beach,
similar to a meeting at the United Na
tions. The five types of people I have
encountered are:
1) The surfer dudes
2) The good looking girls

3) The fat, white or ugly people with
their families, complete with their
wailing kids, a picnic lunch and a
cooler of beer.
4) The older couples jogging
together or strolling hand in hand
along the water. These people usually
wear the most amount of clothes of
everybody.
5) The bag people and bums that
are either going through the garbage
or wandering around aimlessly.
This brings us to the result in get
ting a tan recognition by others. I'm
sure you've all been told or have told
someone yourself that "You're so
tan!" Now what kind of statement is
that? I consider it about as stupid as
saying, "You are human" or "You
have blond hair." Obviously the per
son knows that they're tan. But if one
looks at these words as a compliment,
several responses can be heard. Some
smile in modest agreement. Some
laugh and say, "I know." Some reply,
"Thank you." And some like to deny
it totally, which brings on more com
pliments to the tan person.
Tanning certainly has its tolls —
those who are not careful can get sun
burned. My motto for this is, "If you
asked for it, you got it!" People com
plain about the pain and itching for
days afterward. You'd think that
these people would learn and use
sunscreen the next time, but what do
they do? They go back out in the sun
to get the color they missed while
staying inside with their sunburn,
which has faded by now.
The smart ones who do use
sunscreen apply it sloppily, thinking
that it may not work very well. They
come home with stripes of white and
red on their bodies, and white noses. I
know of a person who put sunscreen
on the skin around his eyes and came
home looking like a raccoon. That
person learned that sunscreen does,
indeed, work.
I think I've spent much too much
time writing this article — have I fad
ed any? Oh no — my skin isn't pro
ducing a white spot when 1 press on it
— I'd better get back out there fast!

The Far Side

In the Old West, vegetarians were
often shot with little provocation.

Mr. Ed spills his guts.

Eternal
Remedy
by Tim Orr
I've only found one hangover remedy
that really works. One, that is, other than
the one my mother suggests of complete
abstention from alcohol. The best remedy
for a hangover is a warm blanket, a semisoft couch, and a good dose of cartoons.
I wish that I had known this as a kid.
Back then I thought the only answer was
to start drinking again as soon as possible.
Yup . . . fourth grade ... my buddies and
1 would finish a gruelling day at the Little
League field (barely squeaking by the.
secondplace Bobcats — or whoever —
32-27), then panhandle a twelver of
Koolaid. Just waste away another Satur
day shotgunning cherry Kookaid and
shootin' the bull! (Hey Timmy! You look
ed great behind the plate today! Geez
Louise .. . you had more passed balls than
a fag on the wagon!" "Yeah? Well just wait
until I hit puberty . . . then I'll show you
guys!" And as soon as I do, I will!!)
Anyway . . . Saturday morning, ten
years old, Koolaid hangover, coming
down off a bad sugar high. Time to give
brother his daily beating.
How did this article start? Oh yeah, car
toons! People don't have headaches in car
toons. Seems kind of strange, though.
They're always getting bonked in the face
with a frying pan, or falling off a threemile high cliff, or being mushed by a twoton anvil. Maybe it's just me, but
something like that would usually call for
a couple of Tylenol!
One thing though. . . what ever hap
pened to Bugs, Porky, and Daffy? George
of the Jungle was a god . . . but he didn't
get laid enough! But today . . . the Smurfs?
Transformers? G.I. Joe? — who, by the
way, is a wonderful stand-up comic, but
an abominable screen actor. It seems
nowadays that cartoons are more in
terested in defeating Communism, battl
ing a crazed capitalist intent on converting
the world into a giant condo development
and health spa, or saving mankind from
Imperialist Martians.
As long as there's Friday nights, I'll
watch Saturday cartoons. They're a perfect
combination!

by

GAny LARSON

'Again? You just had a
glass of water 12 days ago."
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Baseball Rides Rough Road

The Torero baseball team had a hard
time of it last week, losing four out of the
five games they played. The week started
off on a good note. On Monday, USD
took on Point Loma College in a make-up
game. With Dave Monastero on the
mound, the Toreros defeated Pt. Loma
6-1. Monastero got his second wind of the
year while lowering his E.R.A. to a teamleading 1.42. Kevin Mullen came on in the
either to learn his second save. Dan
Newman, with a solo homer to lead off the
third, and Mark Trafton, who went two
for four with three RBI's including the
game winner, produced all of the offense
the Toreros needed.
On Tuesday, USD played host to the
Anteaters of UC Irvine. John Holt's grand
slam home run highlighted a five-run
secnd inning that stacked the Toreros to a
5-2 lead. However, a two-run fifth and a
four-run eighth allowed UCI to retake the
lead and an insurance run in the ninth
secured a 9-6 victory for the visiting
Anteaters.
Last weekend saw the Toreros venture
up the coast to play the nationally-ranked
Wavs of Pepperdine. This pitted the two

hottest teams in the WCAC against each
other. On Friday, the Toreros fought back
from a 3-0 deficit to tie the game 3-3 in the
top of the eighth, only to give up four runs
in the bottom of the eighth and go down
7-3.
On Saturday, the Toreros lost both
ends of their double-header with the
Waves by scores of 11-0 and 3-2. In the
first game, the Toreros were blanked on
four hits, and Lou Skertich was the victim
of five unearned runs while dropping his
third game of the year against four wins.
In the second game, (Andy Roberts had
two of the four Torero hits) USD took a
2-1 lead in the third, but Pepperdine tied it
in the sixth and went ahead for good in
the seventh winning 3-2.
Mark Trafton was the hitting star of the
week, accumulating five RBI's on five hits
including two doubles and a home run.
USD played well this week, lpsing a couple
of very close games. The Toreros' record
fell to 21-14-1. This weekend the Toreros
are at home, playing host to Santa Clara
in a three-game series. Let's all get out
there and watch USD break out of its
slump and jump back into the race for the
WCAC.

Men's Tennis Beats Pepperdine
USD's men's tennis team pulled off its
second major upset of the season last
Wednesday beating #3 ranked Pepperdine
5-4. For the Toreros, it was a sweeter win
than its earlier victory over Stanford, the
'86 NCAA champs.
"Beating Stanford at Stanford was
great," said sophomore Dave Stewart.
"I'm from Northern Cal and it's rare when
they lose at home . . . but they're definite
ly not as tough as last year's team." Pep
perdine, however, is loaded with talent
this year, and hopes to at least duplicate
last year's NCAA runner-up finish.
"Can you believe it?" asks Stewart's
doubles partner, Scott Patridge. "We beat
last year's NCAA champs and runnersup!"
The whole team was elated after the
win. Five of the six players had a hand in
the 5-4 win. Patridge, Jim McNamee and
Dan Mattera won singles, Patridge and
Stewart won at #1 doubles and Matterachris Smith won at #3 doubles. The

Toreros are now awaiting to hear if they
will win enough botes to receive a top-25
national ranking.
"We'll know in a week or so," said
Coach Ed Collins. "We're 22 and 7 now,
with a few questionable losses but a lot of
good wins."
Collins' netters didn't have long to
savor its win before it was back on the
courts with UC Irvine, the nations' 17th
ranked team. Playing Irvine on a cold and
blustery day, the toreros battled the
Anteaters tooth and nail before losing by
the narrowest of 5-4 margins. All six
singles matches went three sets.
"That doesn't happen too often," said
Collins. "We won two and lost four, and a
couple of those losses were within our
reach, but they got away." It was unfor
tunate the Toreros didn't at least split the
singles, because they won two of the three
doubles in straight sets. Note: In last
week's ITCA ranking list, Scott Patridge
was #69 in the nation in singles.

Women Hoopsters Rack Up
Post-Season Awards
"We accomplished one of our goals by
The University of San Diego women's
upgrading our schedule. I was pleased we
basketball team landed two players on the
were able to play with those people," said
1986-87 All-West Coast Athletic Con
Coach Kathy Marpe, looking back at the
ference team, as voted on by WCAC
season. "But I was disappointed we didn't
coaches.
do better in the conference."
Sophomore Julie Evans of Chula Vista
The squad finished strong, winning six
made it for the second time, while firstof its final eight contests. Evans was one of
year player Jane Gilpin, a junior who
the big reasons, leading the team in scor
transferred to USD from Penn State, was
ing in each of those wins. The 6-1
also selected. Candida Echeverria was
guard/forward led the Toreras in scoring
named to the conference's All-Freshman
in WCAC action, averaging 13.6 points
team.
per game and 4.1 rebounds. For the
The Toreras completed the season with
season, Evans also averaged 13.6 ppg, plus
a 14-13 record, the third year in a row they
have finished
with a winnning record. , being the only player to start all 27 games.
She also led the team again in minutes
USD was 6-6 in the WCAC, good for a
played.
fourth-place tie with Pepperdine.

Softball Opens WCAC Season
The USD Softball team finished last
week with its opening games in the
West Coast Atheletic Conference
schedule and split a doubleheader
with Loyola Marymount.

The Toreras lost the first game 7-1
before coming back to take the se
cond contest 8-7. The games also
marked the end of the eleven-game
road swing.
Lisa Ziomskowski took the loss in
the first game while Andrea Clark
had USD's only hit and scored the
squads lone run. Ziomskowski allow
ed seven hits and just one walk while
striking out one.
USD led 8-2 in the second game
and held on to the win with Amanda
Miller getting credit for the victory.
At the plate, Debbie Way nick had
three hits and three runs batted in,
with Jeanne Weinsheim adding two
hits and three more RBI's. In the field,
the Toreras committed six errors in
this game after allowing four errors in
the first game.
"Our team is physically tired," ex
plained Coach Larry Caudllo, referr
ing to the errors and series of road
trips.

Gilpin, a 5-9 guard, was the team's
leading scorer for the year, averaging 13.9
ppg, 4.1 rebounds and 4.0 assists, which
was also tops on the club.
Echeverria, a 5-7 guard from Chino,
started 16 games for USD, averaging 5.8
ppg and 2.0 assists.
Marpe was pleased with all three players
earning honors. "I was especially pleased
with Candida," explained Marpe. "Com
ing in as a freshman and having to be the
starting point guard a lot of the time, she
did what she needed to do. Jane and Julie's
shooting ability will always be a plus for
us."
While all three of those players will be
back next season, the Toreras will be miss

The Toreras won three of four nonconference games earlier in the week
at USD is now 16-5 on the season.
USD took two games from Oc
cidental and Ann Martin was the
winning pitcher in both games. Clark
reached base four times and scored
twice in the first game, a 9-8 victory.
Waynick contributed two hits, scored
twice and knocked in two runs.
The second game was halted after
five innings because of the ten-run
mercy rule as USD led 21-10. Sarah
Berdan had a grand slam home run
and the USD Toreras picked up 15
bases on balls along the way.
USD then split a double header
with UC San Diego. Ziomkowski
earned the win in the first game, a 7-1
victory. Shee allowed seven hits, strik
ing out six and allowing no walks. Jen
Stolte had two hits and scored three
times to lead the Toreras scoring
parade.
In the second game, UCSD snap
ped the Toreras eleven-game winning
streak with a 2-1 win. Miller took the
loss for USD, giving up five hits and
two walks and only one earned run.
Weinsheim had three hits for the
Toreras, including two doubles.

ing several players who were key con
tributors this season.
Senior Kelli Behrens led the team in re
bounding, averaging 7.8 rebounds per
outing in addition to scoring 9.2 ppg and
blocking 1.6 shots per game. The 6-3
center appeared in all 27 games, starting
21 contests. "In my eyes, Kelli is an all
conference player," stated Marpe.
Forward Cathy O'Brien, a 6-0 senior,
saw action in 26 games, scoring 3.2 ppg
and averaging 3.9 rpg. She completes her
career at USD as the school's sixth alltime leading scorer and third int otal re
bounds. Kelly Schroeder played in all 27
games, starting 19 times. The 6-0 senior
averaged 4.4 ppg and 3.9 rpg.
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IM Beach Volleyball

Last Sunday, 24 mens' tennis and 20
mixed doubles teams competed in the
USD I.M. Doubles Beach Volleyball
championships. This year's tournament
ran smoothly and quickly with both
events starting and finishing on sechedule.
In the mens' competition at the end of
the first round of double elimination play,
the following teams advanced to the
singles elimination tournament: Pagliuso
and Lake, Grant and King, 2 Drunk Pigs,
Jamie Gimber, Tim Geddes, Shorter than
Lake, Byl Berger, Dan McNamee, Nuke
and Hungry, Frank Sennes, and LaBea
and Small. Single games to 11 points were
played. When the sand had settled, semi
final pairings were Pagliuso/Lake vs.
Grant/King and 2 Drunk Pigs vs. Jamie
Gimber. The first semi-final game saw a
major upset as Lake's team fell to Grant
and King by the score of 15 to 3. There
were no surprises in the second game as
Jamie's team set 2 Drunk Pigs on their ears
by a score of 15 to 5. The championship
game saw Grant and King upset Jamie
Gimber two games to one to claim the allcampus championship. A mild controver
sy reigned in this game as Grant, King's
partner, was alleged to be an illegal alien
(not from USD). The IM department is in
vestigating the allegations and has put the
USD security (Border Patrol) on red alert.
Special note should also be given to Pat
Cosinelli's team who marched through
the consolation tournament to defeat Rick

and Judge in the final game 11-3. 6-11,
11-9.
The mixed championship's tournament
began at 1:30 and followed the same for
mat as the men's tournament. Winning
berths into the championship tournament
were Lay/McNamee, Confield/Saddler,
Berger/Emily, McGregor/Sieler,
Potts/Labonte, Windgare/Estey,
Grimes/Hagen,
Pelar/Miller,
Mehrabi/Lake, and Trappletti/Pagliuso.
After the first two rounds of play, the
semi-final pairings were Trapletti/Pagliuso
vs. McGregor/Siller and Potts/Lavante
vs. Mehrabi/Lake. Gina Trapletti's team
had an easy time making it into the finals
as they upset McGregor's team by a score
of 15 to 5. The other semi-final game was a
battle with Jeff Lake's team finally pulling
the game out with a score of 15 to 12. Prior
to the championship game and mixed con
solation final was played. This game pitted
Ed Hinnelberg and Dorreen against Jim
Potts and Vanlaverbeke. The teams battl
ed for 40 minutes with Jim Potts' team
pulling out a 15 to 13 victory.
The mixed championship began at 5:30
p.m. Thanks to daylight savings time
there was plenty of sunlight left. The game
was a battle with Lake and Mehrabi
holding tough against the number one
seed of Trapletti and Pagliuso. With the
sun setting, a winner was finally determin
ed. The team of Trapletti and Pagliuso was
crowned this semester's USD champions.

We are all but positive that one of, if not
both of, the championship game par
ticipants will come from the above three
teams. Last week, Sigma Pi and the
69ers squared off in the game of the week.
It was strictly a defensive struggle as the #1
ranked 69ers allowed Sigma Pi to tie
them in the last three minutes 8-8, and
that is the way it stayed. The 69ers had
scored first on a pass from Bob Reisinger
to Chris Carter. 30 minutes and three
turnovers later, Greg Moll completed his
first and only touchdown pass to Bob
Briggs. The same combination also ac
counted for the tying two-point conver
sion.
For the rest of you, hopefully everyone
got a good tan at the Beach Volleyball

tournament. If you were not playing foot
ball, you must have been at another IM
event, right?
Other scores on the day . . . No, make
that the other score on the day was Forc
ed Entry 42, Deep Penetration 14. For
Forced Entry, Charlie Malet and Danny
Means each had two touchdown recep
tions while Pete Ditzhazy and Michelle
Teubel accounted for the other scores.
Scott Little threw all six touchdown
passes. Deep Penetration scored when
Lenny Territo connected twice with the
speedy Mike Brille. All in all, it was a case
of Forced Entry simply gaining Deeper
Penetration throughout the day.
Note: Playoffs for Co-Rec flag football
start Sunday, April 26.

IM Co-Rec Football:
Sigma Pi, 69ers or Forced Entry?

IM Tennis Battles On
No respect is ever given to the people
who play after dark with little balls and
big racquets. Last week their article was
hidden amongst upcoming events. The
week before the lights wouldn't go on at
the tennis courts, and previous to that,
mother nature kept dropping rain on
them. Well, last week's games we finally
played allowing the men's and women's

leagues to finally start taking shope. At
this point the following players stand
undefeated: Chad Yim 3-0, David French
2-0, Paul Tobin 2-0, John Freese 2-0, Peter
Ahn 2-0, and Holly Roloff 2-0. There is
only one week left in IM tennis. There
should be big battles as the undefeated
players will quickly face one another. The
top players from each division will ad
vance to the championship playoffs.

The Highest and Mightiest
in IM Basketball

It was a match made, well,
somewhere south of heaven, but it
was a great one anyway: High and
Mighty vs. Ben Wah Sensation,
Dave Mclver vs. Bill Penfold. High
and Mighty jumped out to an early
15-10 lead, but, with Penfold and An
dy Tomsky showing the way, Ben
Wah took a 32-28 halftime lead. This
was the biggest advantage either team
had throughout the second half. With
Mclver taking over inside, High and
Mighty forged in front late, and then
it became a foul shooting contest.
Neither team seemed up to that test
until Eric Holquist calmly sank two to
confirm High and Mighty's 50-56
victory.
This win was almost overshadowed
by the events of the night before.
Delta Sigma Pi pulled off the upset
of the year as they knocked off the #2
ranked Coast to Coast. George
Botros, paul Cunningham and Scott
Huckleberry provided the offense in
the 52-45 shocker. For Lionel
DeMorst's Coast to Coast, it was
poor shooting combined with a stingy
Delta Sigma Pi defense that did
them in.
In the B-league, the top teams con
tinue to roll. Team G.D.I, still looks
unbeatable. John Nagengast from the
outside combined with Jeff Lake and
Ray DiMuro in the paint should
prove too tough a combination for
the opposition. One who might
disagree with this assessment is John
Wineland. His Thoroughly Blazed
Box Boys knocked off Team G.D.I,
in the fall tournament and, with Greg
Moll and Matt Brown showing the
way, they may be ready to do it again.
Another who could give the top team
some trouble is Feeling Irie. With
Dan Geiger, Troy Ciccarelli, and

Mike Minney, this is one of the two
teams capable of stacking up heightwise with team G.D.I. The other is
obviously Arties Homeboys II.
Tim Reagan's team doesn't get much
publicity, but they are undefeated and
have a win over Free and Easy to
their credit. The #4 ranked team also
deserves a mention. Phi Kappa
Slamma Jamma has, in Doug
Gadker, the league's best point guard,
and in Marty Holbus, the league's big
gest complainer. Despite having to
play in one of the toughest divisions,
theThi Kaps should enter the playoffs
with an unblemished record. Then
there are the ultimate cardiac kids,
Hoop This. Mark Bale's team has
yet to taste defeat, but each of their
winning margins has been exactly two
points. Their latest, an overtime vic
tory over Dunking For Theresa,
caught the eye of our pollsters. Bale,
Anthony Eros, John Huber, and com
pany figured to be heard from in the
playoffs.
The Faculty/Staff league will once
again come down to a first place
showdown
between
Mitch
Malachowski and his Arts and
Sciences and the School of
Business, led by Dave Miller. Come
playoff time, however, it could well be
John Martin, Die Doumanian, and
Kevin McGarry shooting the Sports
Center to title #3. While Dave
Navarro's Master Dribble has the
inside track to the final playoff berth,
neither Lou Magana's Physical
Plant or Charlie Arensman's
Doughboys have thrown in the
towel yet.
Note: Playoffs will start Monday,
April 27 and conclude the following
week. Our "A" champs have once
again been invited to play against
SDSU's best intramural team.

Upcoming IM Events
There are only two more special events
scheduled, so get out your calendar and
mark down these dates: April 25 and May
i!
Doubles Tennis: Entries are due
Wednesday, April 22 for this Saturday
tournament. Mens and Co-Rec divisions

are offered and the cost is only $4.00 per
team.
Scramble Golf: Two-person teams
take to the links on May 1 with entries
being due April 29. Just $6.50 per person
for 18 holes and a chance at that coveted
IM t-shirt.

IM Square Pan Winners
Mimi Mehrabi and Tom Grace are this
week's winners of a six-slice pepperoni piz
za from Square Pan. Mehrabi is once again
trying to get Steel Poltz to yet another corec volleyball title. She prepped for the up
coming playoffs with a fine runner-up per

formance in the beach tournament.
Grace, "Mr. Defense," lived up to this
nickname in soccer, softball, and flag foot
ball last week. Besides, anyone who has to
chase Joe Garshman around the soccer
field for 50 minutes deserves some kind of
reward.

NEW YORK PIZZA DEPARTMENT
ARREST1NGLY DELICIOUS?®

FREE DELIVERY
ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS

296-0911

<>110 FRIARS RD at LAS CUMBRES

"Open E v e r y D a y T i l l M i d n i g h t "
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Box Boys Capture

Take me Out to the Ballgame

SPORTSTALK
The 1987 Baseball Season Ushers in
Some New Attitudes on Alcohol
by Sharon Stegmuller
Some new changes in alcohol policies
are coinciding with the onset of the 1987
baseball season. California's stadiums and
sports arenas are playing by a new set of
rules regarding the distribution of alcohol.
Spectators will now be limited to the
amount of beer and other alcoholic
beverages they may purchase. One reason:
less alcohol means less fighting and rowdy
behavior in the stands, fewer drivers im
paired by beer and alcohol when they
head for home in their cars, and also less
property damage and fighting in the park
ing lots after the game.
Owners and managers of major athletic
clubs and operators of sports arenas and
stadiums throughout the state are now im
plementing controlled alcohol distribution
during their events, because of two major
factors: one being that the fans have a bet
ter time if there's less drunkeness in the
stands, and the other is the threat of
lawsuits when there is death, injury or
property damage cause by an intoxicated
person who was served alcoholic
beverages during a sports event.
The trend toward the restriction of
alcohol consumption is not just limited to
California however. It's a nationwide
awareness campaign. Some stadiums have
already initiated such policies as cutting
off beer sales at concession stands after the
seventh inning. In addition, it's affecting
other sports besides baseball including
professional football, basketball, and
hockey, as well as collegiate athletics.
Our hometown San Diego Padres team
was one of the first organizations to adopt
policies seeking to prevent the bad conse

quences of stadium drinking. Nearly three
years ago in 1984, the Padres adopted a
rule against bringing distilled spirits, wine
or beer into the stadium during baseball
games.
According to the San Diego Police
Department, the efect was dramatic. The
police reported a 58 percent decline in the
number of disturbances in the" stadium
and a 60 percent decline in scuffles in the
stadium parking lot. The San Diego
Chargers too heed of the results and
followed suit, resulting in a similar
downturn in police problems during their
football games.
A project called TEAM (Techniques for
Effective Alcohol Management) is being
conducted nationwide to lower the
alcohol content of spectator sports.
TEAM is encouraging owners of teams
and operators of their stadiums and sports
arenas to work out new policies aimed at
reducing alcohol problems. Policies being
sought range from cutting off beverage
sales prior to the end of games, to training
employees of concession stands so they
will be better equipped to comply with
laws forbidding sales to minors and intox
icated person.
These changes in policies are making
progress, but there is still a long way to go.
Preventionists urge that safety and sobrie
ty be pursued through a comprehensive
set of policies affecting the sports environ
ment/Considering that the final tab that
society must pick up each year due to all
the accumulated costs of alcohol abuse,
excluding other drug abuse, is more than
120 billion, yes, that's billion, all efforts to
reduce that abuse will save you and I
money.

B'LcSgUC PciUleUlt

It wasn't going to be easy. To claim the
title, they had to win three straight
games. However, when the dust had settl
ed and the sun had almost set, the Box
Boys did just that en route to the B-league
Softball championship. The first game pro
ved to be the easiest, as John Bennet's
team first qualified for the playoffs with a
13-5 victory over Mat Maniacs. A shaky
start saw the Mat Maniacs actually jump
out to an early 3-1 lead due to a Charie
Goldberg triple and a Gary Lagass home
run. However, the Box Boys soon settled
down, and this game was never in doubt.
In the semifinals, the Rastafarians pro
vided much greater resistance. Heading to
the bottom of the sixth, this game was tied
at six until the Box Boys exploded. Base
hits by Bennett, Matt Brown, Joe Waimsin, and Chris Connelly made the score
10-6. Runs by Peter Zien and Mike Minney cut the lead in half, but the
Rastafarians could get no closer and fell
10-8.

The other semifinal was a classic.

Depending on which dugout you were in,
it was either a miracle comeback or an
amazing collapse. After six and one half
innings, this game belonged to the Rising
Sons. Rich Hosada had homered; Doug
Skrobut was 3 for 3; Marco Zapien, Virgil
Enriquez, and Dave Nottoli each had two
hits; the Rising Sons had a 12-5 lead.
Five walks, three errors, and a couple of
key" hits by Rick Glass and John
Nothdurft later, the Free Agents had a
13-12 victory.
The championship game was vintage
Bennett. The league's top pitcher never let
the Free Agents get untracked. A tworun second-inning double by Matt Brown
was all that the Box Boys needed to post
a 4-1 victory and claim the title they have
coveted the last two semesters.
The A-league playoff preview will be
found in the next issue of the Vista. You
will read why the top two seeds are frater
nity teams, and why the defending
champs should have a very bumpy road to
another title.

Drugs and Performance in Sports
Dr. Richard Strauss, Ohio State Univer
sity team physician will discuss one of the
most controversial issue to surface in the
sports world of late: Do sports and drugs

mix? The lecture will take place on April
21, 7:00 p.m. at San Diego State Universi
ty, and is free to the public. Call 265-5774
for further information.

IM Co-Rec V-Ball Wrap-Up
In A-league action, Steel Poltz, led by
Eric Cole, Jeff Lake, and the superb setting
of Mimi Mehrabi, held off S. Poltz 15-12,
15-3 in a match that lasted only 35
minutes. 5 Apples played as they normal
ly do, scoring a stylist 15-8, 16-14 victory
over P. Poltz. 5 Apples will be seeded #1

in the upcoming playoffs, with Steel
Poltz at #2. Expect these two teams to
meet in the finale when we return from
Easter vacation.
In the B-league, it is F-Box/S-Tool at
5-0 and top seeded fo the playoff round.

Sigma Chi vs ???? In
Co-Rec Softball Finals
Perry the Prognosticator was wrong. So,
what else is new? Sigma Chi outlasted
This Case is Better and knocked our
Favorite Forecaster's team out of the
playoffs with a 7-6 twelve-inning victory.
Sigma Chi started quickly, scoring three
times in the first inning on a Bill Jones
homerun. This Case is Better fought
back, and behind the hitting of Dave
Navarro, Mike Hedrick, and Gina
Trapletti, took a 6-3 lead into the seventh.
Here, hits by Tim Geddes, Dan O'Connell, Kris Stewert and Mary Kay O'Con
nor made it close A single by Jones then
lied it up and it was time for extra winn

15

ings. Sigma Chi dominated from this
point out, threatening every inning while
This Case is Better rarely threatened to
even put a runner on base. Finally in the
twelfth, the Sigs broks through with
Larry Getz racing home from second on
an infield single by Geddes.
In the other bracket, the semifinal game
between Do Me EEEdith and the
Ballbangers was rescheduled to Sunday,
April 26 at 3:00 p.m. The championship
game will follow immediately
Perry's Second Chance: Do Me EEEdith
7-4 over sigma Chi.

Delta Sigma Pi: One of the biggest problems facings the IM Basketball
program is a lack of A-league teams. Everyone is afraid to play against the
"big boys." Well, one team that was not afraid to mo.ve up to A-league is
Delta Sigma Pi. Last Monday night, Scott Berghage's team took on one of
the "Big Boys," and, when it was over they had a 52-45 victory over Coast to
Coast. A 41-26 win the following night over Terminal White Man's Disease
assured Delta Sigma Pi of being the IM Miller Lite Team of the Week.
Others considered- Basketball's High and Mighty and Hoop This; Soft
ball's Box Boys and Hung Like a rhino (Sigma Ti), Floor Hockey's Schlongs
RUs.
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IM Distinctions
(March 30-April 5)
MENS SOFTBALL - A-LEAGUE
Player of the Week: Paul Leonard (Dog
gie Style). Team of the Week: Hung Like
A Rhino. Game of the Week: Taiwan vs.
We Want Wiggley's.
MENS SOFTBALL - B-LEAGUE
Player of the Week: Chris Connolly
(Box Boys). Team of the Week: Box Boys.
Game of the Week: Free Agents vs. Rising
Sons.
CO-REC SOFTBALL
Player of the Week: Mike Hedrick (This
Case is Better). Team of the Week: Sigma
Chi. Game of the Week: Sigma Chi vs.
This Case is Better.
CO-REC FLAG FOOTBALL
Player of the Week: Scott Little (Forced
Entry). Team of the Week: Forced Entry.
Game of the Week: Sigma Pi vs. 69ers.
CO-REC SOCCER
Player of the Week: Susanne Thiebach
(Legion of Doom). Team of the Week:
Legion of Doom. Game of the Week:
Legion of Doom vs. Sweet Peas.
INNERTUBE WATER POLO
Player of the Week: Mike Childers
(Gerkoffskis). Team of the Week: Gerkoffskis. Game of the Week: Gerkoffskis vs.
Drop Dry.
VOLLEYBALL
Player of the Week: Eric Cole (Steel
Poltz). Team of the Week: Mental
Fascism. Game of the Week: F-Box/S-

Tool vs. We Dig Balls.
A-LEAGUE BASKETBALL
Player of the Week: Dave Mclver (High
and Mighty). Team of the Week: Delta
Sigma Pi. Game of the Week: High and
Mighty vs. Ben Wah Sensations.
B-LEAGUE BASKETBALL
Player of the Week: John Nagengast
(Team G.D.I.). Team of the Week: Hoop
This. Game of the Week: Hoop This vs.
Dunking for Theresa.
FAC/STAFF BASKETBALL
Player of the Week: Dave Miller (School
of Business). Team of the Week: School of
Business. Game of the Week: Arts and
Sciences vs. Physical Plant.
MENS FLOOR HOCKEY
Player of the Week: Chris Stout
(Schlongs R Us). Team of the Week:
Schlongs R Us. Game of the Week: Sigma
Chi 99 vs. African Inspiration.
WOMENS FLOOR HOCKEY
Player of the Week: Patty Mamer
(Magnificent Seven). Team of the Week:
Magnificent Seven. Game of the Week:
Killer Ants vs. Slap Happy.
MENS TENNIS
Player of the Week: Peter Ahn. Match
of the Week: Peter Ahn vs. Mark Diver.
WOMENS TENNIS
Player of the Week: Holly Roloff. Match
of the Week: Holly Roloff vs. Dianne
Sawyer.

Fate Smiles on Doom

Last Saturday under a sunny blue sky,
an era came to a highly climatic end in the
Co-Rec soccer final between the Sweet
Peas and the Legion of Doom.
It was a game which could not have
been any closer. There was no clear cut
favorite; the Doom earned their .chance
at the title by winning two very close
playoff games against top notch teams,
while the Sweet Peas demolished their
playoff opponent (as well as the Doom in
the regular season).
The first half saw both teams trade op
portunities, but neither was able to hit
paydirt until early in the second half,
when Sweet Pea Brenden Hogarty
caught Doom defender Gabe Martinez
out of position and fired a "sweet" shot
past goaltender Tony "Too Many Beers"
LaCasto for the score. The Doom fought
back minutes later on a breathtaking run
by Doom member Joe Garshman, who
put a startling move on Sweet Pea Bob
Brown and hit a perfect pass to Seamus
McFadden, who scored the equalizer for
the Doom. For the rest of regulation
time, both teams were unable to score,
though close shots by Pea strikers Dan
Geiger and Jennifer Piper, as well as
heads-up playing by Doom strikers Kelli
Finnegan and Amy Rader, kept things in
teresting.
In the two five-minute overtime periods,
defense was the name of the game, as
goalkeepers Greg Reiswig (Sweet Peas)
and Tony TMB LaCasto (Doom) kept
the offense of both teams scoreless.
Seamus McFadden was the catalyst which
kept the Doom rolling as he rallied on
both offense and defense to make things
hard for the Peas, while Adam Yatsko,

Roman Greco and Neil Martin counterat
tacked against a tired Doom squad. Over
time expired with the score still deadlock
ed at one.
For the first time in recent memory, the
championship game was forced into penal
ty kicks to decide a winner. Shooting for
the Doom, veteran Susanne Thiebach
left goalkeeper Reiswig little chance as she
found the left corner. After the Peas nar
rowly missed their shot, Reiswig made a
spectacular save of the Doom's second
shot by Kelli Finnegan. Dan Geiger then
shortened the gap for the Peas as he fired
a clean shot past Doom keeper Marc
Thiebach. McFadden put in an insurance
goal for the Doom to make the score 4-2,
and after saving the Peas' next shot,
Marc Thiebach ended it all with an un
touchable right-hand corner shot; final
score, Doom 5, Peas 2.
Though they didn't come away with the
Championship shirts the Sweet Peas can
be nothing but proud of their impressive
showing. They made the game one of the
most memorable soccer finals in the past
few years and next year teams will be hard
pressed to match the intensity of the
dreaded Peas. With the Doom's victory
however, an era comes to a close. Many of
their members are those who played on
the Terminators, and have now won
three of the last four Co-Rec soccer cham
pionships; now the dreaded graduation
monster may take many Doom regulars
out for good. Furthermore, Doom player
Seamus McFadden ends his intramural
soccer-writing career; familiar images such
as "weaving magic" and "left the
goalkeeper no chance" are part of the past.
Good luck to all!

Positively Trorr Uses Balanced Attack For Win #4

With only a week remaining in the
regular season floor hockey league,
Positively Trorr St. continues to im
press with a solid win over Sigma Pi #2
by a 4-0 score. Trorr used a balanced at
tack with four players striking for goals.
Tom Hoey and Steve Kustelwitz scored
first period goals, and when Jack Weks
pumped in number three early in the se
cond period, Pi just appeared to fold.
Chris Carter put the icing on the cake
with a wfell taken goal to secure the win.
Revenge of the Gods has to be con
sidered a serious threat to Trorr, as they
also increased their record to 4-0 with a
lopsided victory over Fraternal Grip.
Bill Neugeobauer and Len Savallo each
scored two. It should be mentioned that

Eric Laipenicks scored his first goal ever
after four years of play. Well done, Eric.
African Inspiration dropped to 2-2 as
they fell to Sigma Chi #99 by a score of
2-1. Bill Jones had two for the winners.
The Epsilons finally got into the win col
umn as they defeated DS 5th Green
Thumbs 7-1. Joe Himmelberg banged in
four goals. The Epsilons are currently in
fourth place in the league and will face a
must-win situation this week. Closing out
Thursday's games, the President's Men
moved to 3-1 with a hard fought 3-2 deci
sion over NROTC. Rob Pitun scored two
and Tom Foley added one in a game that
was end-to-end action. And Finally, Slap
it Around and Sigma Pi #1 played to a
2-2 draw.

In Wednesday's league action, the
undermanned Staff Slashers showed
they can hang with the young lads with a
resounding 9-3 victory over Whiplash
Smile. Todd Richmond scored a hat trick
and Jeff Mansukhani played brilliantly in
goal, as the Staff Slashers remain
undefeated in league play at 3-0. Blade
Runners are close behind as they upset
Phi Kap Brother Puckers 2-1 on goals
from Jim Accurso and Chris Pasqual.
Schlongs R Us overpowered Danzer's
Revenge 6-2. Sean Baron and Howard
Nelson provided the offensive punch as
each scored two. Schlongs R Us are now
3-1 in the league and look like a fine bet to
make the playoffs. Widow's Peak also
moved to a.3-1 league record on the

strength of their 10-2 spanking of the Apo
Haters. Dan Claar had the hot hand,
'scoring four goals. And finally, Faces of
Dead Quinn managed a 5-3 win behind
the play of Oliver Dana, who lit up the
scoreboard with four goals. Bryan Dayhad three in a losing effort.
In the womens' league, Magnificent
Seven overpowered the CB's 4-2. Patty
Mamer put on a one woman show as she
banged home four goals. The Killer Ants
hung on and defeated Slap Happy by a
2-0 score. This was a highly contested
game and was only decided on after a
third period goal by Colleen Kanaley.
Next week's games should provide a
clearer picture for the playoffs, which will
begin on Wednesday, April 22. ~
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